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ANNUAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Dear Parent/Guardian,

Please read the documents referenced in this letter. After you have read the documents, please sign and date each
area to indicate that you have read, understand, and received a copy of each document or instructions on where to
obtain a copy. Your signature implies full understanding, legal validity, and affirmation to each document.

This form will remain part of your student's cumulative file and MUST be completed each year. Additional copies of the  
documents referenced in this form can be found on the South Kitsap School District website at www.skschools.org or by  
requesting a copy from your student's school. If there are any portions of this form, or the documents referenced, that  
you do not understand, please make an appointment with your school administrator to discuss your questions.

This form must be completed by September 18, 2020. 

Opt-Out

Parents and adult or emancipated minor students may opt their children or themselves out of participating in any  
protected information survey.
Please see Rights and Responsibilities Handbook, Board Policy #3232, Section 16 for additional information.

If you do not have access to a computer, please request a copy of this document from the school office.

1. Attendance Policy and Procedure

If you do not have access to a computer, please request a copy of this document from the school office.

State law for mandatory attendance requires children from age 8 to 17 to attend public school, private school, or a  
district-approved home school program. If your student has two or more unexcused absences in any given month or ten  
unexcused absences or more within a school year, we are required by law to take a range of actions including filing a  
petition with the juvenile court, alleging a violation of RCW 28A.225.0101, the mandatory attendance law.

Parent/Guardian Signature Today’s Date

2. South Kitsap School District Rights and Responsibilities

If you do not have access to a computer, please request a copy of this document from the school office.
I have reviewed the contents of the SKSD Rights and Responsibilities Handbook. I acknowledge that my student and I  
have been given notice of the types of misconduct for which discipline, suspension, or expulsion may be imposed and  
procedures for administrating such corrective action. It has also provided me with important information regarding the  
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), student use of technology, district pesticide uses and asbestos  
management practices.

Parent/Guardian Signature Today’s Date

http://www.skschools.org/


3. Internet Access Privileges

All students have internet access privileges under the guidelines of the District's acceptable use policy UNLESS a parent  
or guardian submits a written request for his or her student to opt out. Such exclusion does not preclude the supervised  
use of the internet in an instructional activity. See Rights and Responsibilities Information Handbook, Board Policy  #2022, 
Section 6.

Your signature indicates awareness only. A written request to opt out is required.

Parent/Guardian Signature Today’s Date

4. FERPA: Release of Directory Information

Under Federal Law (FERPA), the District may release directory information on a student without obtaining parent  
consent UNLESS a parent or guardian submits a written request for his or her student to opt out. The common use of  
directory information includes athletic contest and musical concert programs, and college recruiters. Such information  
shall not be released for commercial reasons. See Rights and Responsibilities Information Handbook, Administrative  
Procedure #3230, Section 12.

Your signature indicates awareness only. A written request to opt out is required.

Parent/Guardian Signature Today’s Date

5. Student's Photo, Image, Video, or Comments

The District/School will assume permission to use a student's image (photo or video) or class work in District and school  
publications, and on District sponsored websites, UNLESS a parent or guardian submits a written request for his or her  
student to opt out.

The District/School will assume permission to use a student's image (photo or video), including comments in community  
newspapers or magazines, UNLESS a parent or guardian submits a written request for his or her student to opt out.

Your signature indicates awareness only. A written request to opt out is required.

Parent/Guardian Signature Today’s Date

6. Release of student information

Directory information can be released publicly unless the parent, guardian, or adult student submits a written request  
for his or her student to opt out. The district has designated the following as directory information and may select from  
the following list, but is not required to include all or any of the following types of information: students name,  
photograph, address, telephone number, date and place of birth, dates of attendance, participation in officially  
recognized activities and sports, weight and height of members of athletic teams, diplomas and awards received, and  
the most recent previous school attended. Information may also be released to state and local officials pursuant to  
Washington State statute. For complete information please refer to the Rights and Responsibilities
Information Handbook, Administrative Procedure #3230, Section 12.

Your signature indicates awareness only. A written request to opt out is required.

Parent/Guardian Signature



Today’s Date
7. Surveys-Right to Inspect

Parents, upon request, will have the opportunity to inspect the following:
A. Surveys created by a third party before the survey is administered or distributed by a school to students;
B. Instructional material used as part of the educational curriculum; and
C. Any survey document used to collect information from students.

Parent/Guardian Signature
Today’s Date

8. Release of Information to Military Recruiters (Grades 11-12 ONLY)

The District/School will assume permission to release student demographic information to Armed Forces and Military  
Recruiters, or Military Schools UNLESS a parent or guardian submits a written request for his or her student to opt out.

Your signature indicates awareness only. A written request to opt out is required.

Parent/Guardian Signature Today’s Date



South Kitsap School District
Annual Attendance Letter

2020 - 2021
Dear Parent/Guardian,

This year, the South Kitsap School District is making a special effort to ensure that all students fully benefit from  
their education by attending school regularly. Attending school regularly helps children feel better about school—
and themselves. Your student can start building this habit in preschool, so they learn right away that going to school  
on time, every day is important. Consistent attendance will help children do well in high school, college, and at work.

DID YOU KNOW?
• Starting in kindergarten, too many absences (excused and unexcused) can cause children to fall behind in  

school.
• Missing 10 percent (or about 18 days) increases the chance that your student will not read or master math at  

the same level as their peers.
• Students can still fall behind if they miss just a day or two days every few weeks.
• Being late to school may lead to poor attendance.
• Absences can affect the whole classroom if the teacher has to slow down learning to help children catch up.
• By 6th grade, absenteeism is one of three signs that a student may drop out of high school.
• By being present at school, your child learns valuable social skills and has the opportunity to develop  

meaningful relationships with other students and school staff.
• Absences can be a sign that a student is losing interest in school, struggling with school work, dealing with a  

bully, or facing some other potentially serious difficulty.
• By 9th grade, regular and high attendance is a better predictor of graduation rates than 8th grade test  

scores.

WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU
We miss your student when they are gone, and we value their contributions to our school. We would like you to help  
ensure that your student attends regularly and is successful in school. If your student is going to be absent, please  
contact your school’s attendance secretary. The South Kitsap School District will require annually, this  
signed attendance agreement stating that you agree with the importance of daily attendance.

OUR PROMISE TO YOU
We know that there are a wide variety of reasons that students are absent from school, from health concerns to  
transportation challenges. There are many people in our building prepared to help you if you or your student face  
challenges in getting to school regularly or on time. We promise to track attendance daily, to notice when your  
student is missing from class, communicate with you to understand why they were absent, and to identify barriers  
and supports available to overcome challenges you may face in helping your student attend school.

SCHOOL POLICIES AND STATE LAWS
It is important that you understand our school policies and procedures, as well as Washington State Law, to ensure  
your child is successful in school. State law for mandatory attendance, called the Becca Bill, requires children from  
age 8 to 17 to attend a public school, private school, or a district-approved home school program. Children that are  
6 or 7 years-old are not required to be enrolled in school. However, if parents enroll their 6- or 7-year-old, the  
student must attend full-time. Youth who are 16 or older may be excused from attending public school if they meet  
certain requirements.
We, the district, are required to take daily attendance and notify you when your student has an unexcused absence.

If your student has three unexcused absences in one month, state law (RCW 28A.225.020) requires we schedule a  
conference with you and your student to identify the barriers and supports available to ensure regular attendance.  
The district is obligated to develop a plan that may require an assessment to determine how to best meet the needs  
of your student and reduce absenteeism.

In elementary school, after five excused absences in any month, or ten or more excused absences in the school  
year, the school district is required to contact you to schedule a conference at a mutually agreeable, reasonable  
time with at least one district employee, to identify the barriers and supports available to you and your student. A



conference is not required if your student has provided a doctor’s note, or pre-arranged the absence in writing, and
the parent, student, and school have made plan, so your student does not fall behind academically. If your student
has an Individualized Education Plan or a 504 Plan, the team that created the plan needs to reconvene.

If your student has seven unexcused absences in any month or ten unexcused absences within the school year, we  
are required to file a petition with the juvenile court, alleging a violation of RCW 28A.225.010, the mandatory  
attendance laws. The petition may be automatically stayed, and your student and family may be referred to a  
Community Truancy Board, or you and your student may need to appear in juvenile court. If your student continues  
to be truant, you may need to go to court.

The South Kitsap School District established rules on attendance that will help you ensure your student is  
attending regularly. Please refer to the Rights & Responsibilities Handbook located on our website.  
www.skschools.org.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

• Set a regular bed time and morning routine.
• Prepare for school the night before, finishing homework and getting a good night’s sleep.
• Find out what day school starts and make sure your child has the required immunizations.
• Don’t let your student stay home unless they are truly sick. Keep in mind complaints of a stomach ache or  

headache can be a sign of anxiety and not a reason to stay home.
• Avoid appointments and extended trips when school is in session.
• Develop back-up plans for getting to school if something comes up. Call on a family member, a neighbor, or  

another parent.
• Keep track of your student’s attendance. Missing more than 9 days could put your student at risk of falling  

behind.
• Talk to your student about the importance of attendance.
• Talk to your student’s teachers if you notice sudden changes in behavior. These could be tied to something  

going on at school.
• Encourage meaningful afterschool activities, including sports and clubs.

Your signature below indicates that you have read and understand the attendance policies and procedures in South  
Kitsap School District.

Signature Date 

http://www.skschools.org/


South Kitsap School District
Annual Student Housing Questionnaire

The answers to the following questions can help determine the services this student may be eligible  
to receive under the McKinney-Vento Act 42 U.S.C. 11435. The McKinney-Vento Act provides services  
and supports for children and youth experiencing homelessness. (Please see reverse side for more  
information)

If you own/rent your own home, you DO NOT need to complete this form.

If you do not own/rent your own home, please check all that apply below. (Submit to District  
Homeless Liaison. Contact information can be found at the bottom of the page).

In a Motel A car, park, campsite, or similar location

In a Shelter Transitional Housing

Moving from place to place/couch surfing Other 

In someone else’s house or apartment with another family  

In a residence with another family

In a residence with inadequate facilities (no water, heat, electricity, etc.)

Student Name: 
First Middle Last

School: Grade: DOB: Age: Gender: 

Student is unaccompanied (not living with a parent or legal guardian)  

Student is living with a parent or legal guardian

Address of current residence: 

Phone or Contact Number: Contact Name:

Name of Parent(s)/legal guardian(s):

(or unaccompanied youth)
**Signature of Parent or legal guardian: Date: 
(or unaccompanied youth)

**I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the information provided here is  
true and correct.

Please return completed form to your building McKinney-Vento Liaison



For School Personnel Only: For data collection purposes and student information system coding

(C) Unsheltered (D) Hotel-Motel(N) Not Homeless (A) Shelters (B) Doubled-Up

McKinney-Vento Act 42 U.S.C. 11435
For purposes of this subtitle:

(1) The terms enroll’ and enrollment’ include attending classes and participating fully in school activities.
(2) The term homeless children and youths’ –

(A) Means individuals who lack a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence (within the  
meaning of section 103(a)(1); and

(B) Includes –
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Children and youths who are sharing the housing of other persons due to loss of  
housing, economic hardship, or a similar reason; are living in motels, hotels,  
trailer parks, or camping grounds due to the lack of alternative adequate  
accommodations; are living in emergency or transitional shelters; are abandoned  
in hospitals;
Children and youths who have a primary nighttime residence that is a public or  
private place not designed for or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping  
accommodation for human beings (within the meaning of section 103(a)(2)(c);  
Children and youths who are living in cars, parks, public spaces, abandoned  
buildings, substandard housing, bus or train stations, or similar settings; and  
Migratory children (as such term is defined in section 1309 of the Elementary and  
Secondary Education Act of 1965) who qualify as homeless for the purposes of  
this subtitle because the children are living in circumstances described in clauses
(i) through (iii).

(3) The term unaccompanied youth’ includes a youth not in the physical custody of a parent or guardian.

Additional Resources

Parent information and resources can be found at the following:

National Center for Homeless Education

National Association for the Education of Homeless Children and Youth (NAEHCY)  

Schoolhouse Connection



Dear South Kitsap Students, Parents and Staff,

At South Kitsap School District, we believe that excelling in school includes academic success and healthy social and  
emotional development. It is within safe and respectful schools that children reach their full potential. Collectively, as  
parents, students, and staff we share in the rights and responsibilities that create safe, caring, challenging, healthy and  
hopeful schools.

This “Rights and Responsibilities” handbook is a tool to inform staff, students and families of the policies, procedures,  
and laws relevant to promoting and enforcing our expectations for positive and caring learning environments. While  
making and learning from mistakes are important steps in the development of the whole child, it is essential that all  
parties share and accept responsibility for a productive response to incidents that are in violation of this booklet. When  
we all work together and share high expectations for responsible, respectful character, we can ensure that poor
decisions become long lasting and positive, “teachable moments” for all parties involved. Please dedicate time to review  
this important information with your student(s) and consider this a resource guide to assist you in communicating the  
high expectations we share.

Please review our most recent policy enhancements relative to Attendance and Prohibition of Harassment,  
Intimidation and Bullying. With respects to Attendance, our interest is simple and has been proven through extensive  
study and research – students with exemplary attendance experience higher rates of success in school. Conversely,  
students who have a pattern of poor attendance do not perform as well and are more likely to struggle academically,  
socially and emotionally. We want our students to be happy, healthy, and whole…and for that to happen, they need to  
be in school!

We expect that every student will treat others as they wish to be treated with kindness, acceptance and respect.  
Unfortunately, this goal is often challenged in our schools by those who choose to tease, bully and intimidate their  
peers. Hurtful behaviors dramatically impact how students feel about school, about themselves, and about their future.  
Our strengthened policy noted above will aide us in effectively addressing bullying behaviors and in  
promoting/protecting schools as positive, safe places to learn and grow.

The key to student success lies in timely communication and trusting relationships between home and school. To  
“nurture, inspire and build” our students, we must work together in the great privilege and responsibility we have in  
educating children of strong character.

Thank you for sharing our high expectations for safe and respectful schools and for being such an important “key” to
student success! Best wishes for a successful 2020– 2021 school year!

Tim Winter  

Superintendent
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INTRODUCTION

This booklet has been adopted and distributed pursuant to RCW 28A.600.010 and WAC  
Chapter 392-400 which prescribe substantive and procedural due process rights of students  
and should be interpreted in accordance with those laws and regulations. Because board  
policies, procedures, statutes, and regulations mentioned herein are working documents and  
are continually changing, the most current copies may be obtained from the Office of the  
Superintendent or on the South Kitsap School Districts website (www.skschools.org).

This handbook also satisfies the District’s obligations under the Drug-Free Schools and  
Communities Act Amendments of 1989, P.L. 101-226. Compliance with standards of conduct is  
mandatory.

Any section of this document or portion thereof, found by adjudication to be contrary to law or  
constitutional right, shall be stricken without effect to the remainder of the document.

OUR MISSION

The students, staff, parents, and community of South Kitsap all play a vital role in our district’s  
success as a center of learning. In order to nurture growth, inspire achievement, and build  
community, we will:

Value and develop the gifts, talents and abilities of all our students through a caring and  
devoted partnership with our community;

Foster a dynamic, responsive and nurturing learning environment that empowers our  
students to achieve their full potential through academic success, productive citizenship  
and personal responsibility;

Focus on student learning by embracing diversity, encouraging creativity and real-world  
experience, and ensuring mutual respect and equal opportunities;

Graduate highly skilled, motivated students who will thrive and contribute to the world  
community; and

Hold ourselves accountable to our community to establish and maintain a tradition of  
excellence that is evident in the success of our students.

1
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Our Expectations

The South Kitsap School District holds the following expectations of students, staff and  
parents/guardians in order to provide for a learning climate that holds the maximum possibility  
for student achievement:

Students:
Demonstrate respect for all persons in the school community-staff, parents, and other
students.
Come to school/class every day, on time, prepared to learn and achieve at the highest  
levels.
Learn what you are expected to know and do.
Always do your best work and ask for help when you need it.
Read, understand, and commit to following the Rights and Responsibilities handbook  
and your local school rules.

Staff:
Demonstrate respect for all persons in the school, community, students, parents, and  
other staff.
Begin school/class on time every day with purposeful activities.  
Set clear expectations for student achievement and behavior.  
Teach what students are expected to know and do.
Develop a partnership with parents and the student to support the student’s education.  
Communicate regularly with each student and parent regarding student progress and  
achievement, especially as this relates to graduation requirements.
Read and understand the Rights and Responsibilities handbook and your local school  
rules and apply the policies and rules.

Parents/Guardians:
Demonstrate respect for all persons in the school community-students, staff, and other  
parents.
Send your student to school/class every day on time and prepared to learn.  
Oversee your student’s work and always expect his/her best effort.
Develop a partnership with the teacher to support your student’s education. Know that  
your student is on course for graduation.
Communicate regularly with the teacher regarding your student’s progress and  
achievement.
Read and understand the Rights and Responsibilities handbook and your local school  
rules. Require your student to abide by these rules and regulations. These expectations  
are general in nature. Each school will be developing approaches to items mentioned  
above and will communicate those to you through their school communication system.
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Section 1
Rights and Responsibilities

Board Policy 3200

Each year, the superintendent will develop and make available to all students, their parents and  
staff, handbooks pertaining to student rights, conduct, corrective actions and discipline. Such  
statements will be developed with the participation of parents and the community. The school  
principal and staff will confer at least annually to develop and/or review student conduct  
standards and the uniform enforcement of those standards as related to the established student  
handbooks. They will also confer annually to establish criteria for determining when certificated  
employees must complete classes to improve classroom management skills.

All students who attend the district's schools will comply with the written policies, rules and
regulations of the schools, will pursue the required course of studies, and will submit to the
authority of staff of the schools, subject to such corrective action or discipline as the school
officials will determine.

Section 2
Student Conduct, Expectations, and Reasonable Sanctions

Board Policy 3240

The board acknowledges that conduct and behavior is closely associated with learning. An  
effective instructional program requires a wholesome and orderly school environment. The  
board requires that each student adhere to the rules of conduct and submit to corrective action  
taken as a result of conduct violations. The rules of conduct are applicable during the school  
day as well as during any school activity conducted on or off campus. Special rules are also  
applicable while riding on a school bus.

Students are expected to:
A. Respect the rights, person and property of others;
B. Pursue the required course of study;
C. Preserve the degree of order necessary for a positive climate for learning; and
D. Comply with district rules and regulations;

E. Submit to the authority of staff and reasonable discipline imposed by school employees  
respond accordingly.

Any student, who willfully performs any act which negatively impacts others, or which materially  
interferes with, or is detrimental to the orderly operation of a school, a school-sponsored activity  
or any other aspect of the educational process within the South Kitsap School District, shall be  
subject to discipline, up to and including expulsion.
The Board also recognizes that schools must take reasonable steps so that students who fail to  
adhere to the district’s rules and regulations and who receive discipline for such misconduct  
remain engaged or are effectively reengaged in their educational program.

The superintendent will develop written rules of conduct which will carry out the intent of the  
board and establish procedures necessary to implement this policy.

3
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Student Conduct Expectations and Reasonable Sanctions
Administrative Procedure 3240P

Student Conduct Expectations
As authorized by chapter 28A.600 RCW, the following procedure sets forth rights and conduct  
expectations for students, along with the sanctions that may be imposed for violations of such  
expectations. At all times, this procedure will be read consistent with federal statutes and  
regulations, state statutes, common law, and rules promulgated by the Washington Office of the  
Superintendent of Public Instruction. For procedures and legal requirements related to  
imposition of suspension and expulsion, see Policy and Procedure 3241, Classroom  
Management, Discipline and Corrective Action.

Respect for the Law and the Rights of Others
The student is responsible as a citizen to observe the laws of the United States, the state of  
Washington, and local ordinances and laws. The student will respect the rights of others while in  
school, on school property, at all school activities, on district provided transportation or  
otherwise under school authority

Compliance with Rules
All students will obey rules and regulations established for the orderly operations of the district  
and the reasonable requests, instructions, and directives of district personnel. For purposes of  
Policy 3240 and this procedure, the term "district personnel" includes all adults, including  
contractors and volunteers, authorized to supervise student activities. Failure to do so will be  
cause for disciplinary action. All students will submit to reasonable discipline by the school  
district and its representatives for violations of policies, regulations and rules.

Student Rights
In addition to individual rights established by law and district policies, students served by or on  
behalf of the district will have the right to:

• High educational standards in a safe and sanitary building;
• Education consistent with stated district goals;
• Equal educational opportunity and in all aspects of the educational process freedom  

from discrimination based on economic status, pregnancy, marital status, sex, race,  
creed, religion, color, national origin, age, honorably discharged veteran or military  
status, sexual orientation including gender expression or identity, the presence of any  
sensory, mental or physical disability, or the use of trained guide dog or service animal  
by a person with a disability;

• Access to their own education records at reasonable school times upon request;
• Fair and just treatment from school authorities and freedom from mistreatment and  

physical abuse;
• Freedom from unlawful interference in their pursuit of an education while in the custody  

of the district;
• Security against unreasonable searches and seizures;
• The substantive constitutional rights listed in WAC 392-400-215, subject to reasonable  

limitations upon the time, place, and manner of exercising such rights consistent with the
maintenance of an orderly and efficient educational process within limitations set by law,  
including the right to:

o Freedom of speech and press,
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o Peaceably assemble,
o Petition the government and its representatives for a redress of grievances,
o The free exercise of religion and to have their schools free from sectarian control  

or influence, and
o Participate in the development of rules and regulations to which they are subject  

and to be instructed on rules and regulations that affect them, including the  
periodic review and update of discipline rules, policies, and procedures.

• Establish appropriate channels to voice their opinions in the development of curriculum;
• Representation on advisory committees affecting students and student rights;
• Present petitions, complaints, or grievances to school authorities and the right to prompt  

replies;
• Consult with teachers, counselors, administrators and other school personnel at  

reasonable times;
• Be involved in school activities, provided they meet the reasonable qualifications of the  

sponsoring organization;
• Free election of their peers in student government and the right to hold office;
• Know the requirements of the course of study, be informed about and know upon what  

basis grades will be determined;
• Citizenship privileges as determined by the United States and Washington State  

Constitution and its amendments; and
• Annual information pertaining to the district's rules and regulations regarding students,  

discipline and rights.

Scope of District Authority
Students, who involve themselves in acts that have a detrimental effect on the maintenance and  
operation of the school or the school district; criminal acts; and/or violations of school rules and  
regulations, may be subject to disciplinary action by the school and prosecution under the law.

The rules will be enforced by school officials:

• On school grounds during and immediately before or immediately after school hours;
• On school grounds at any other time when school is being used by a school  

group(s), or for a school activity;
• Off school grounds at a school activity, function, or event;
• Off the school grounds if the actions of the student materially or substantially  

affects or interferes with the educational process;
• In school-provided transportation, or any other place while under the authority of  

school personnel.

Disruptive Conduct
A student will not intentionally cause substantial and/or material disruption of any school  
operations. The following illustrate the kinds of offenses that are prohibited:

A. Intentionally obstructing normal pedestrian or vehicular traffic on a school campus;
B. Intentionally obstructing the entrance or exit of any school building or room in order to  

deprive others of passing through;
C. Causing a disturbance or disruption on school grounds, at school activities, or on district-

provided transportation, including substantially interfering with any class or activity;
D. Cheating or disclosure of exams;
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E. Defiance of school personnel by;
F. Disobedience of reasonable requests, instruction, and directives of school personnel;
G. Refusal to leave an area when instructed to do so by school personnel;
H. Refusing a reasonable request to identify oneself to district personnel (including law  

enforcement officers) while under the supervision of the school; and
I. Refusal to cease prohibited behavior;
J. Disruptive and/or dangerous use of motor vehicles or conduct on a school bus that  

endangers students;
K. Extortion, theft, forgery;
L. Fighting: Fighting and instigating, promoting, or escalating a fight, as well as failure to  

disperse. Engaging in any form of fighting where blows are exchanged is prohibited,  
regardless of who initiated the fight. This prohibition includes hitting, slapping, pulling  
hair, biting, kicking, and scratching or any other acts in which a student intentionally  
inflicts or attempts to inflict injury on another;

M. Gambling or encouraging other students to gamble;
N. Gang-related behavior, association, and/or affiliation (see Policy 3224);
O. Harassment of others;
P. Inappropriate dress or appearance (see Policy 3224);
Q. Trespassing on school property or school transportation at a time or place the student’s  

presence is not permitted;
R. Occupying a school building or school grounds in order to deprive others of its use;
S. Preventing students from attending class or school activities;
T. Use or possession of tobacco;
U. Using any object in a dangerous manner;
V. Intentionally defacing or destroying the property of another.

Exceptional Misconduct
Exceptional misconduct is a violation of rules so serious in nature and/or so disruptive as to  
warrant an immediate short-term or long-term suspension. Exceptional misconduct includes the  
following:

• Arson;
• Assault, if the assault involves

o Injury to another;
o Bodily fluids; or
o A weapon;

• Commission of any crime on school grounds, or the commission of a crime or other  
dangerous conduct anywhere that indicates the student’s presence on school grounds
poses a danger to other students or staff; *

• Cumulative violations; *
• Causing intentional, substantial damage or destruction to school property or the property  

of another on school grounds or at school activities;
• Dangerous use of motor vehicles on school grounds or at school activities, or  

endangering students on a school bus;
• Disruption of the school program by bomb scares, false fire alarms, firecrackers, etc.; *
• Extortion; *
• Fighting: Fighting and instigating, promoting, or escalating a fight, as well as failure to  

disperse. Engaging in any form of fighting where physical blows are exchanged is  
prohibited, regardless of who initiated the fight. This prohibition includes hitting,
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slapping, pulling hair, biting, kicking, choking, and scratching or any other acts in which a  
student intentionally inflicts or attempts to inflict injury on another; *

• Harassment/intimidation/bullying of others; *
• Knowingly possessing stolen property; *
• Possession, use, sale, or delivery of illegal or controlled chemical substances, including  

marijuana or substances containing marijuana and alcoholic beverages, as well as  
possession of items reasonably determined to be drug paraphernalia as used or  
possessed;

• Presence on school property or at a school activity following the consumption or use  
elsewhere of an alcoholic beverage or a controlled substance, including marijuana;

• Sexual misconduct on school grounds, at school activities, or on school provided  
transportation; *

• Theft on school grounds, at school activities, on school provided transportation, or of  
school property at any time; *

• Threats of violence to other students or staff;
• Use or possession of dangerous weapons, including firearms, air guns, knives, nun-chu-

ka sticks, throwing stars, stun guns, explosives and other weapons prohibited by state  
law and Policy 4210 Regulation of Dangerous Weapons on School Premises

Guidelines for Sanctions
Chapter 392-400 WAC contains the following restrictions for suspensions:

• Kindergarten through grade four - No student in grades kindergarten through four shall  
be subject to short-term suspensions for more than a total of ten school days during any  
single semester or trimester as the case may be, and no loss of academic grades or  
credit shall be imposed by reason of the suspension of such a student.

• Grades five and above program - No student in grade five and above program shall be
subjected to short-term suspension for more than a total of fifteen school days during  
any single semester or ten school days during any single trimester as the case may be.

In all cases where sanctions are imposed, a reasonable effort to contact parents or guardians  
will occur prior to, or contemporaneous with, the imposition of the sanction, in addition to any  
written notice required by law. When a school administrator has good and sufficient reason to  
believe that a student’s presence poses an immediate and continuing danger to the student,  
other students or school staff, or an immediate and continuing threat of substantial disruption of  
the educational process, immediate emergency removal or emergency expulsion may be  
appropriate. (See Policy 3241, Classroom Management, Discipline and Corrective Action)

In conjunction with the following sanction guidelines, administrators may also consider any  
alternative form of corrective action—including programs intended to lessen the time of  
exclusion from class attendance—which has been approved by the Board of Directors and/or  
Superintendent. The district encourages the use of alternative forms of correction action when  
possible and practicable in light of the duty to maintain safe and orderly school environments  
conducive to student learning.

In addition to school sanctions, administrators should determine whether restitution for damage  
or injury should be considered.

Implementing the Guidelines for Sanctions
It is presumed that school administrators will sanction a student for the following offenses within  
each listed standard range, beginning at the presumptive sanction and determining whether
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mitigating or aggravating factors warrant a sanction higher or lower within the standard range.  
School administrators are expected to use their professional judgment and experience when  
assigning students sanctions and will, to the best of their abilities, attempt to apply these  
sanctions to all similarly situated students in a fair and equitable manner. The administrator’s  
judgment and discretion will carefully balance the duty to maintain order and discipline in a safe  
school environment, the appropriate corrective action needed to address the student’s  
misconduct, and the student’s long-term educational success.

The sanctions below do not prohibit administrators from considering approved  
alternatives to out-of-school suspension or expulsion, including in-school  
suspension. The standard range for each offense does not prohibit a school administrator
from exceeding the range, up to and including expulsion, if sufficient aggravating factors warrant
such corrective action or if the threat of danger or substantial disruption supports an emergency  
expulsion under WAC 392-400-295.

ARSON:
For purposes of school discipline, “arson” means any intentional or reckless setting of a fire or  
other burning of personal or public property. “Reckless” means that the student understood, but  
acted with disregard for, the consequences of his or her conduct.

STANDARD RANGE: 0-20 Day Suspension  
PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION:

Elementary: Short-Term Suspension of 1 Day  
Secondary: Short-Term Suspension of 5 Days

MITIGATING FACTORS:
• No prior documented misconduct
• Minimal damage
• Little potential of harm
• Student’s intent or purpose
• Student’s age and/or inability to understand potential consequences of the  

conduct
• Admitted or self-reported conduct
• Student attempted, but failed to or was prevented from, carrying out the conduct

AGGRAVATING FACTORS:
• Significant damage
• Potential of serious harm
• Intent or purpose in setting fire
• Previous discipline record of student warranting progressive sanctions
• The student’s presence on campus is determined to be a threat to the safety of  

others

ASSAULT:
For purposes of school discipline, “assault” means actual or attempted hitting, striking or other
wrongful physical contact inflicted on another either directly or indirectly through an object. For
verbal threats, see Harassment, Intimidation, and Bullying.

STANDARD RANGE: 0-10 Day Suspension  

PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION:
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Elementary: 0 Days
Secondary: Short-Term Suspension of 5 Days

MITIGATING FACTORS:
• No prior documented misconduct
• Minimal injury or damage
• Student was primarily acting defensively, but facts do not support a conclusion  

that the student’s conduct was clearly reasonable self-defense as set forth below
• Student’s age and/or inability to understand potential consequences of the

conduct
• Admitted or self-reported conduct

AGGRAVATING FACTORS:
• Serious actual or potential injury
• Use of an object or weapon
• Premeditated conduct
• Multiple students assaulting a single student
• Prior assault(s), threat(s), harassment, or bullying by the student against the same  

victim
• Exceptional severity or cruelty
• Conduct is motivated by perceived race, color, national origin, gender, sexual  

orientation, gender expression, disability, or any similar actual or perceived  
characteristic of the victim

• Conduct is motivated by actual or perceived gang rivalry or affiliation
• Previous discipline record of student warranting progressive sanctions

REASONABLE SELF-DEFENSE:
It is expected that a student must always first retreat from any threat of harm and/or contact an  
adult staff member for assistance before engaging in any type of physical response to an  
assault. However, an administrator may decide not to subject a student to discipline if, following  
a reasonable investigation, the administrator determines that all of the following are true:

• A student who is being assaulted or witnesses another student being assaulted acts only  
in a manner that is defensive and protective of himself/herself or others;

• The student is acting in a manner that a building administrator determines is reasonable  
and necessary in light of the circumstances; and

• The student did not instigate, provoke, or promote the violence by his or her words or  
conduct immediately prior to the assault.

A reasonable physical response to an assault may include holding the assailant’s hands or arms
to prevent the assault or pulling two fighting students apart and holding them until adult staff can
arrive and intervene.

DEFACING OR DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY:
For school discipline purposes, means the unauthorized, intentional damage to district property  
or the property of others (other than arson, above).

STANDARD RANGE: 0-10 Day Suspension  

PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION:
Elementary: Discipline other than Suspension
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Secondary: Short-Term Suspension of 3 Days  
Restitution will usually be required.

MITIGATING FACTORS:
• No prior documented misconduct
• Minimal damage
• Student’s age and/or inability to understand potential consequences of the  

conduct
• Admitted or self-reported conduct
• Subsequent remedial steps, including restitution to district or victim of misconduct

AGGRAVATING FACTORS:
• Significant damage in extent or cost
• Similar previous conduct
• Previous discipline record of student warranting progressive sanctions
• Property defaced with:

o Lewd or obscene words or imagery
o Words or imagery containing slurs or negative reference to the race,

color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender expression,
or disability of others

o Gang words or imagery

Note: Under RCW 28A.635.060 (1), the school district may withhold the grades, diploma,  
and transcripts of a pupil responsible for intentional damage or loss to the property of the  
district, a contractor of the district, an employee, or another student until the pupil or the  
pupil’s parent or guardian has paid for the damages. If a student has been suspended or  
expelled, the student may not be readmitted until the student or parents or legal guardian  
has made payment in full, or until the superintendent directs otherwise. If the property  
damaged is a school bus owned and operated by the district, a student suspended for the  
damage may not be permitted to enter or ride any school bus until the student or parent or  
legal guardian has made payment in full or until directed otherwise by the superintendent.

When the pupil and parent or guardian are unable to pay for the damages, the school  
district will provide a program of voluntary work for the pupil in lieu of the payment of  
monetary damages. Upon completion of the voluntary work the grades, diploma, and  
transcripts of the pupil shall be released. The parent or guardian of the pupil is liable for  
damages as otherwise provided by Washington State law.

DEFIANCE OF SCHOOL AUTHORITY:
Refusal to obey reasonable requests, instructions, and directives of any school personnel,  
including volunteers or contractors working for the school. Defiance includes dress or  
appearance in violation of Policy3224 that the student either refuses to correct at the directive of  
a school administrator, or that is a persistent and repeated violation of Policy 3224. Defiance of  
school authority can also include intentional disruptive behavior.

STANDARD RANGE: 0-10 Day Suspension  

PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION:
Elementary: Discipline other than Suspension
Secondary: Discipline other than Suspension
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MITIGATING FACTORS:
• No prior documented misconduct
• Student’s age and/or inability to understand potential consequences of the  

conduct
• Subsequent action taken by student to make amends for misconduct with school  

personnel

AGGRAVATING FACTORS:
• Part of a pattern of similar misconduct
• Previous discipline record of student warranting progressive sanctions
• Substantial disruption to learning of others caused by student’s defiance
• Student attempts to solicit or incite others to engage in defiant behavior
• Use of lewd, obscene, or profane language directed towards supervising school  

personnel
• Conduct is motivated by perceived race, color, national origin, gender, sexual  

orientation, gender expression, disability, or any similar actual or perceived
characteristic of school personnel

DRUGS/ALCOHOL AND OTHER PROHIBITED CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES:
The possession, consumption, use, storage, or distribution of drugs (including  
marijuana/cannabis), alcohol, and other similar chemical substances on school grounds, at  
school activities, or on district-provided transportation is prohibited. For purposes of student  
conduct expectations:

• This section applies to any controlled substance, medication, stimulant, depressant, or  
mood-altering compound, including simulated compounds intended to produce  
intoxication or euphoria, whether or not such compounds have been designated a  
controlled substance by state or federal law.

• This section applies to marijuana or substances containing marijuana;
• This section applies to legally prescribed drugs which a student is nevertheless not

lawfully authorized to possess on school grounds, at school activities, or on district-
provided transportation;

• This section applies to students who enter school grounds, school activities, or district-
provided transportation following the unlawful use or consumption of drugs, alcohol, and
other similar chemical substances, including students who appear to be under the  
influence of such substances; and

• This section applies equally to the possession or use of paraphernalia or other items  
used to possess, consume, store, or distribute drugs, alcohol, and/or another illegal  
chemical substance, including marijuana or substances containing marijuana.

STANDARD RANGE Elementary: 0-10 Day Suspension  
STANDARD RANGE Secondary: 3-20 Day Suspension

PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION FOR POSSESSION OR USE:
Elementary: Short-Term Suspension of 1 Day  
Secondary: Short-Term Suspension of 10 Days

PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION FOR DISTRIBUTION:
Elementary: Short-Term Suspension of 5 Days  
Secondary: Long-Term Suspension of 20 Days
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MITIGATING FACTORS:
• Little or no prior documented misconduct
• A significantly small amount of substance
• Student’s age and/or inability to understand potential consequences of the  

conduct
• Momentary or transient handling of the item
• Admitted or self-reported conduct
• Student believed that he or she was authorized to possess a lawfully prescribed  

drug on campus
• Evidence that there was no intent to use, consume, or distribute the substance on  

school grounds, district-provided transportation, or at school activities

AGGRAVATING FACTORS:
• Previous discipline record of student warranting progressive sanctions
• A relatively large amount of substance that would reasonably exceed anticipated  

single use
• Evidence of sophistication or pre-planning
• Evidence of distribution or intent to distribute prohibited substances
• The substance is heroin or another similar opiate (including methadone,  

oxycodone, etc.), cocaine, methamphetamine, or a similar substance designated  
as a level one or level two controlled substance with the potential for significant  
harm and addiction

• Distribution has been to multiple students
• Conduct is related to gang affiliation

Generally, a suspension for possession, use, or consumption should not exceed ten (10) days,  
and a suspension for distribution should not exceed twenty (20) days. A suspension for  
secondary students in either case should not fall below three (3) days.

An expulsion may be imposed for such conduct when sufficient aggravating circumstances are  
present and in consultation with the superintendent or the superintendent’s
designee. Emergency expulsion may be imposed when the student’s conduct meets the  
requirements of WAC 392-400-295.

An administrator may draw up a contract with a student serving a suspension, and a maximum  
of fifty percent (50%) of the suspension may be held in abeyance when the student successfully  
complies with the terms and conditions of the contract.

In all cases in which a student possesses or is distributing on school grounds, at school  
activities, or on district-provided transportation a substance prohibited under this section that is  
also a violation of the law, a report will be made by school officials to law enforcement.

FIGHTING OR FIGHTING INVOLVEMENT:
Includes instigating, promoting (including promotion by presence as a spectator), and escalating  
a fight, as well as the failure to disperse at the scene of a fight.

SANCTIONS: See Assault

GANG CONDUCT:
For school discipline purposes includes:
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• The creation, display, or communication of gestures, language, imagery, or symbols as  
defined below commonly associated with gang culture

• The promotion of gang culture and/or gang violence, and/or
• The solicitation or recruitment of gang members.

Gang imagery and symbols include, but are not limited to:

• Apparel (including shoelaces, bandanas, belts, or hats) which by virtue of color,  
arrangement, trademark, symbol, or any other attributes indicate or imply gang  
membership or affiliation

• Displays of gang affiliation on personal belongings including clothing, school  
assignments, notebooks, body, etc.

STANDARD RANGE: 0-10 Day Suspension  

PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION:
Elementary: Discipline other than Suspension
Secondary: Discipline other than Suspension

MITIGATING FACTORS:
• No prior documented misconduct
• Student’s age and/or inability to understand potential consequences of the  

conduct
• Admitted or self-reported conduct
• Subsequent remedial steps, including restitution for property damaged or defaced  

with gang imagery, symbols, or language

AGGRAVATING FACTORS:
• Similar previous conduct
• Concerted action with other students or non-students
• Gang conduct in connection with other misconduct prohibited elsewhere by this  

procedure, including but not limited to assault, harassment, intimidation, bullying,  
theft, and the possession of weapons

• Previous discipline record of student warranting progressive sanctions

Expulsion or Long-term suspension for gang conduct alone, absent any other misconduct, may
only occur under extraordinary circumstances following consultation with the Superintendent or
Superintendent’s designee.

HARASSMENT, INTIMIDATION OR BULLYING:
For school discipline purposes, “harassment, intimidation and bullying” includes:

• Intentional hurtful, threatening, or intimidating verbal and/or physical conduct in violation  
of district policy 3207and procedure 3207P;

• Unsolicited or unwelcome verbal or physical conduct that is harassing or intimidating that  
can be of a sexual, religious, racial or ethnic nature, or based on disability;

• A threat to cause bodily injury, property damage, or to cause the physical confinement or  
restraint of the person threatened, or any other act causing substantial harm to the
physical or mental health of the person threatened.

STANDARD RANGE Elementary: 0-10 Day Suspension
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STANDARD RANGE: Secondary: 3-20 Day Suspension*

PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION:
Elementary: Discipline other than Suspension  
Secondary: 3 Day Suspension

MITIGATING FACTORS:
• No prior documented misconduct
• Student’s age and/or inability to understand potential consequences of the  

conduct
• Admitted or self-reported conduct
• Subsequent action taken by student to make amends for misconduct with the  

victim

AGGRAVATING FACTORS:
• Threat of serious injury
• Use of an object or weapon
• Premeditated conduct
• Part of a pattern of similar misconduct against the same victim
• Prior assault(s) threat(s), harassment, or bullying by the student against the same  

victim
• Exceptional severity or cruelty
• Conduct is motivated by perceived race, color, national origin, gender, sexual  

orientation, gender expression, disability, or any similar actual or perceived
characteristic of the victim

• Conduct is motivated by actual or perceived gang rivalry or affiliation
• Previous discipline record of student warranting progressive sanctions

LEWD, OBSCENE, OR PROFANE LANGUAGE, GESTURES OR MATERIALS:
For purposes of school discipline, this includes, but is not limited to, lewd, obscene or profane  
language, gestures or materials that are unrelated to authorized school curriculum. Prohibited  
“materials” includes digital or electronic text, images, or sounds that are possessed, displayed,  
or transmitted while under the supervision of school authorities.

STANDARD RANGE: 0-10 Day Suspension  

PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION:
Elementary: Discipline other than Suspension  
Secondary: Discipline other than Suspension

MITIGATING FACTORS:
• No prior documented misconduct
• Student’s age and/or inability to understand potential consequences of the  

conduct
• Subsequent action taken by student to make amends for misconduct

AGGRAVATING FACTORS:
• Part of a pattern of similar misconduct
• Previous discipline record of student warranting progressive sanctions
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• Substantial disruption to learning of others caused by student’s defiance
• Student attempts to solicit or incite others to engage in behavior
• Conduct is motivated by perceived race, color, national origin, gender, sexual  

orientation, gender expression, disability, or any similar actual or perceived  
characteristic of school personnel

Any conduct under this section that could constitute a criminal act will be reported to law  
enforcement. Any conduct under this section that involves the use of district resources or  
equipment may result in the loss or restriction of a student’s use of district systems, resources,  
or equipment.

TARDINESS:
Schedule a conference or conferences with the custodial parent or guardian and student, at a  
time reasonably convenient for all, for the purpose of analyzing the causes of the student’s  
tardiness. Take steps to eliminate the tardiness, including adjusting the student's school  
program, or school/course assignment.

THEFT/STEALING:
Possession of another person's or district property, regardless of value, without the person's  
permission with the intent to deprive the owner of such property. As part of the sanction,  
restitution will usually be required.

STANDARD RANGE: 0-10 Day Suspension
(District Note: Theft and stealing are discretionary discipline offenses under RCW  
28A.600.015 that cannot result in long-term suspension or expulsion.)

PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION:
Elementary: Discipline other than Suspension  
Secondary: Short-Term Suspension of 2 Days
Restitution will usually be required if property is not recovered and returned.

MITIGATING FACTORS:
• No prior documented misconduct
• Property returned to victim
• Student’s age and/or inability to understand potential consequences of the  

conduct
• Admitted or self-reported conduct
• Subsequent remedial steps, including restitution to district or victim of misconduct

AGGRAVATING FACTORS:
• Significant damage in extent or cost
• Similar previous conduct
• Previous discipline record of student warranting progressive sanctions
• Conduct is motivated by perceived race, color, national origin, gender, sexual  

orientation, gender expression, disability, or any similar actual or perceived  
characteristic of the victim

• Conduct is motivated by gang affiliation

Note: Under RCW 28A.635.060 (1), the school district may withhold the grades, diploma, and  
transcripts of a pupil responsible for intentional damage or loss to the property of the district, a  
contractor of the district, an employee, or another student until the pupil or the pupil’s parent or
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guardian has paid for the damages. If a student has been suspended or expelled, the student  
may not be readmitted until the student or parents or legal guardian has made payment in full,  
or until the superintendent directs otherwise. If the property damaged is a school bus owned  
and operated by the district, a student suspended for the damage may not be permitted to enter  
or ride any school bus until the student or parent or legal guardian has made payment in full or  
until directed otherwise by the superintendent.

When the pupil and parent or guardian are unable to pay for the damages, the school district will  
provide a program of voluntary work for the pupil in lieu of the payment of monetary
damages. Upon completion of the voluntary work the grades, diploma, and transcripts of the  
pupil shall be released. The parent or guardian of the pupil is liable for damages as otherwise  
provided by Washington state law.

TOBACCO/NICOTINE PRODUCTS - USE OR POSSESSION:
Students may not participate in smoking, use of tobacco products or products containing  
nicotine, or possess tobacco products on the school premises or at school-sponsored functions.

Elementary Students
See sanctions for Defiance of School Authorities

Secondary Students
First Offense: Complete Tobacco Intervention Packet. [Refusal or failure to complete  
Tobacco Intervention Packet shall be considered to be a tobacco related offense for  
which students may receive school discipline sanctions as set forth in Defiance of School  
Authorities]

Second Offense: Complete Tobacco Intervention Packet and attend extended after school  
detention. [Refusal to complete Tobacco Intervention Packet shall be considered to be a  
tobacco related offense for which students may receive school discipline that includes  
short-term suspension with days that may be held in held in abeyance for community  
service].

Third Offense: Complete Tobacco Intervention Packet and attend extended after school  
detention. [Refusal to complete Tobacco Intervention Packet shall be considered to be a  
tobacco related offense for which students may receive school discipline that includes  
short-term suspension with days that may be held in held in abeyance for community  
service].

TRUANCY:
See Policy and Procedure 3122.

WEAPONS:
This section addresses the possession or use of actual weapons in violation of district policy  
3240, including firearms, dangerous weapons, and other items listed within that policy. This  
includes when a student acts with malice as defined under RCW 9A.04.110 and displays a  
device that appears to be a firearm. Objects and conduct that fall outside of Policy 3240 should  
be addressed under other sections, as appropriate.

STANDARD RANGE: 0-20 Day Suspension  

PRESUMPTIVE STANDARD SANCTION:
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Elementary: Short-Term Suspension of 3 Days  
Secondary: Long-Term Suspension of 11 Days
SANCTION FOR FIREARM AT SCHOOL: Emergency Expulsion (see below)

MITIGATING FACTORS:
• No prior documented misconduct
• No injury or damage caused
• No evidence that student intended to display or use the weapon
• The weapon is a small pocketknife with a blade 3 inches or less
• Student’s age and/or inability to understand potential consequences of the  

conduct
• Admitted or self-reported conduct
• Student offers credible evidence that he or she had the weapon for legitimate  

purposes away from school and unintentionally brought the object to school

AGGRAVATING FACTORS:
• Previous discipline record of student warranting progressive sanctions
• Student used the weapon in furtherance of an assault, to intimidate another, cause  

injury, and/or to cause physical damage to property
• Student displayed, activated or discharged the weapon in a reckless manner
• Evidence of premeditation
• Display or use of the weapon was motivated by perceived race, color, national  

origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender expression, disability, or any similar  
actual or perceived characteristic of a person intimidated or assaulted

• Conduct is motivated by actual or perceived gang rivalry or affiliation
• The weapon is an air gun or firearm.
• The object appears to be a firearm and the student displaying or using the object  

does so with malice

Any student who is determined to have carried a firearm or to have possessed a firearm on  
school premises, school-provided transportation, or school sponsored activities at any facility  
shall be expelled from school for not less than one year (12 months) under RCW 28A.600.420,  
with notification to parents and law enforcement. The district superintendent or the  
superintendent’s designee is authorized to modify the expulsion of a student on a case-by-case  
basis.

The school district may also suspend or expel a student for up to one year if the student acts  
with malice as defined under RCW 9A.04.110 and displays a device that appears to be a  
firearm.

Expulsion may result based upon the administrator's judgment of the seriousness of the act or  
circumstances surrounding the act, and/or the previous record of the student.

Section 3  
Student Discipline  
Board Policy 3241

“Discipline” means any action taken by the school district in response to behavioral violations.  
Discipline is not necessarily punitive but can take positive and supportive forms. Data show that
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a supportive response to behavioral violation is more effective and increases equitable  
educational opportunities. The purposes of this policy and accompanying procedure include:

• Engaging with families and the community and striving to understand and be responsive  
to cultural context

• Supporting students in meeting behavioral expectations, including providing for early  
involvement of parents

• Administering discipline in ways that respond to the needs and strengths of students and  
keep students in the classroom to the maximum extent possible

• Providing educational services that students need during suspension and expulsion
• Facilitating collaboration between school personnel, students, and parents, and thereby  

supporting successful reentry into the classroom following a suspension or expulsion
• Ensuring fairness, equity, and due process in the administration of discipline
• Providing every student with the opportunity to achieve personal and academic success
• Providing a safe environment for all students and for district employees

The Superintendent shall establish and make available rules of student conduct, designed to  
provide students with a safe, healthy, and educationally sound environment. Students are  
expected to be aware of the district’s rules of student conduct, including behavior standards that  
respect the rights, person, and property of others. Students and staff are expected to work  
together to develop a positive climate for learning.

Minimizing exclusion, engaging with families, and supporting students
Unless a student’s presence poses an immediate and continuing danger to others or an  
immediate and continuing threat to the educational process, staff members must first attempt
one or more forms of other forms of discipline to support students in meeting behavioral
expectations before imposing classroom exclusion, short-term suspension, or in-school
suspension. Before imposing a long-term suspension or expulsion, the district must first
consider other forms of discipline.

These other forms of discipline may involve the use of best practices and strategies included in  
the state menu for behavior developed under RCW 28A.165.035. The accompanying  
procedure will identify a list of other forms of discipline for staff use. However, staff members  
are not restricted to that list and may use any other form of discipline compliant with WAC 392-
400-025(9).

School personnel must make every reasonable attempt to involve parents and students to  
resolve behavioral violations. The district must ensure that associated notices, hearings,  
conferences, meetings, plans, proceedings, agreements, petitions, and decisions are in a  
language the student and parents understand; this may require language assistance. Language  
assistance includes oral and written communication and further includes assistance to  
understand written communication, even if parents cannot read any language. The district’s use  
of suspension and expulsion will have a real and substantial relationship to the lawful  
maintenance and operation of the school district, including but not limited to, the preservation of  
the health and safety of students and employees and the preservation of an educational  process 
that is conducive to learning.
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As described in the procedures, the district will offer educational services to students during  
suspension or expulsion. When the district administers a long-term suspension or expulsion, the  
district will timely hold a reengagement meeting and collaborate with parents and students to  
develop a reengagement plan that is tailored to the student’s individual circumstances, in order  
to return the student to school successfully. Additionally, any student who has been suspended  
or expelled may apple for readmission at any time.

Staff authority
District staff members are responsible for supervising students during the school day, during  
school activities, whether on or off campus, and on the school bus. Staff members will seek  
early involvement of parents in efforts to support students in meeting behavioral expectations.
The Superintendent has general authority to administer discipline, including all exclusionary  
discipline. The Superintendent will identify other staff members to whom the Superintendent  
has designated disciplinary authority. After attempting at least one other form of discipline,  
teachers have statutory authority to impose classroom exclusion for behaviors that disrupt the  
educational process. Because perceptions of subjective behaviors vary and include implicit or  
unconscious bias, the accompanying procedures will seek to identify the types of behaviors for  
which the identified district staff may administer discipline.

Ensuring fairness, providing notice, and an opportunity for a hearing

When administering discipline, the district will observe all of the student’s constitutional rights.  
The district will notify parents as soon as reasonably possible about classroom exclusion and  
before administering any suspension or expulsion. The district will provide opportunities for  
parents’ participation during an initial hearing with the student. The district will provide parents  
with written notice, consistent with WAC 392-400-455, of a suspension or expulsion no later  
than one school business day following the initial hearing. As stated above, language  
assistance includes oral and written communication and further includes assistance to  
understand written communication, even if parents cannot read any language. The district has  
established procedures for review and appeal of suspensions, expulsions, and emergency  
expulsions, consistent with WAC 392-400-430 through 392-400-530.

Development and review
Accurate and complete reporting of all disciplinary actions, including the behavioral violations  
that led to them, is essential for effective review of this policy; therefore, the district will ensure  
such reporting. The district will periodically collect and review data on disciplinary actions taken  
against students in each school. The data will be disaggregated into subgroups as required by  
RCW 28A.300.042, including students who qualify for special education or sections 504. The  
data review will include classroom exclusion, in-school and short-term suspensions, and long-
term suspensions and expulsions. The district will invite school personnel, students, parents,  
families, and the community to participate in the data review. The purpose of the data review is  
to determine if disproportionality exists; if disproportionality is found the district will take action to  
ensure that it is not the results of discrimination and may update this policy and procedure to  
improve fairness and equity regarding discipline.
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Distribution of policies and procedures
The school district will make its discipline policies and procedures available to families and the  
community. The district will annually provide its discipline policies and procedures to all district
personnel, students, and parents, which may require language assistance for students and  
parents with limited-English proficiency under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The  school 
district will ensure district employees and contractors are knowledgeable of the discipline  
policies and procedures.

Student Discipline
Administrative Procedure 3241P

Definitions
For the purposes of all disciplinary policies and procedures, the following definitions will apply:

• “Behavioral violation” means a student’s behavior that violates the district’s discipline  
policies.

• “Classroom exclusion” means the exclusion of a student from a classroom or  
instructional or activity area for behavioral violations, subject to the requirements of WAC  
392-400-330 and 392-400-335. Classroom exclusion does not include action that  results 
in missed instruction for a brief duration when:

(a) teacher or other school personnel attempts other forms of discipline to  
support the student in meeting behavioral expectations; and

(b) the student remains under the supervision of the teacher or other school  
personnel during such brief duration.

• “Culturally responsive” has the same meaning as “cultural competency” in RCW  
28A.410.270, which states “cultural competency” includes knowledge of students cultural  
histories and contexts, as well as family norms and values in different cultures;  
knowledge and skills in accessing community resources and community and parent  
outreach; and skills in adapting instruction to students; experiences and identifying  
cultural contexts for individual students.

• Discipline means any action taken by a school district in response to behavioral  
violations.

• “Disruption of the educational process” means the interruption of classwork, the  
creation of disorder, or the invasion of the rights of a student or group of students.

• “Emergency expulsion” means removal of a student from school because the
student’s presence poses an immediate and continuing danger to other students or  
school personnel, or an immediate and continuing threat of material and substantial  
disruption of the educations process, subject to the requirements in WAC 392-400-510  
through 392-400-530

• “Expulsion” means a denial of admission to the student’s current school placement in  
response to a behavioral violation, subject to the requirements in WAC 3921-400-430
through 392-400-480.

• “Length of an academic term” means the total number of school days in a single  
trimester or semester, as defined by the board of directors.

• “Other forms of discipline” means actions used in response to problem behaviors and  
behavioral violations, other than classroom exclusion, suspension, expulsion, or  
emergency expulsion, which may involve the use of best practices and strategies  
included in the state menu for behavior developed under RCW 28A.165.035.



• “Parent” has the same meaning as in WAC 392-172A-01125, and means (a) a  
biological or adoptive parent of a child; (b) a foster parent; (c) a guardian generally  
authorized to act as the child’s parent, or authorized to make educational decisions for  
the student, but not the state, if the student is a ward of the state; (d) an individual acting  
in the place of a biological or adoptive parent, including a grandparent, stepparent, or  
other relative with whom the student lives, or an individual who is legally responsible for  
the student’s welfare; or a surrogate parent who has been appointed in accordance with  
WAC 3921-172A.05130. If the biological or adoptive parent is attempting to act as the  
parent and more than one party meets the qualifications to act as a parent, the biological  
or adoptive parent must be presumed to be the parent unless he or she does not have  
legal authority to make educational decisions for the student. If a judicial decree or order  
identifies a specific person or persons to act as the “parent” of a child or to make  
educational decision on behalf of a child, then that person or persons shall be  
determined to be the parent for purposes of this policy and procedure.

• “School board” means the governing board of directors of the local school district.
• “School business day” means any calendar day except Saturdays, Sundays, and any  

federal and school holidays upon which the office of the Superintendent is open to the
public for business. A school business day concludes or terminates upon the closure of  
the Superintendent’s office for the calendar day.

• “School day” means any day or partial day that students are in attendance at school for  
instructional purposes.

• “Suspension” means the denial of attendance in response to a behavioral violation  
from any subject or class, or from any full schedule of subjects or classes, but not  
including classroom exclusions, expulsions, or emergency expulsions. Suspension may  
also include denial of admission to or entry upon, real and personal property that is  
owned, leased, rented, or controlled by the district.

 In-school suspension means a suspension in which a student is
excluded from the student’s regular educational setting but remains in the
student’s current school placement for up to ten consecutive school days,
subject to the requirements in WAC 392-400-430 through 392-400-475.

 Short-term suspension means a suspension in which a student is  
excluded from school for up to ten consecutive school days, subject to the
requirements in WAC 392-400-430- through 392-400-475.

 Long-term suspension means a suspension in which a student is  
excluded from school for more than ten consecutive school days, subject  
to the
requirements in WAC 392-400-430 through 392-400-475.

Engaging with Families & Language Assistance
The district must provide for early involvement of parents in efforts to support students in  
meeting behavioral expectations. Additionally, the district must make every reasonable attempt
to involve the student and parent in the resolution of behavioral violations. Unless an  
emergency circumstance exists, providing opportunity for this parental engagement is required  
before administering a suspension or expulsion.

The district must ensure that it provides all discipline related communications (oral and written)  
required in connection with this policy and procedure in a language the student and parent(s)
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understand. These discipline related communications include notices, hearings, conferences,  
meeting, plans, proceedings, agreements, petitions, and decisions. This effort may require  
language assistance for students and parents with limited-English proficiency under Title VI of  
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. For parents who are unable to read any language, the district will  
provide written material orally.

Supporting Students with Other Forms of Discipline
Unless a student’s presence poses an immediate and continuing danger to others, or a  student’s 
presence poses an immediate and continuing threat to the educational process, staff  members 
must first attempt one or more forms of other forms of discipline to support students in  meeting 
behavioral expectations before imposing classroom exclusion, short-term suspension,  or in-
school suspension. Before imposing a long-term suspension or expulsion, the district must  first 
consider other forms of discipline.

The types of behaviors for which the staff members may use other forms of discipline include  
any violation of the rules of conduct, as developed annually by the Superintendent. In  
connection with the rules of conduct, school principals and certificated building staff will confer  
at least annually to develop precise definitions and build consensus on what constitutes  
manifestation of problem behaviors. (See policy 3220-Rights and Responsibilities.) The  
purpose of developing definitions and consensus on manifestation of a problem behavior is to  
address the differences in perception of subjective behaviors and reduce the effect of implicit or  
unconscious bias.

The district has identified the following for use as other forms of discipline: Behavior monitoring,  
mentoring, social skills instruction, de-escalation, lunch and after school detention, and  
restorative justice practices.

Staff members are not restricted to the above list and may use any other form of discipline  
compliant with WAC 392-400-025 (9).

Additionally, staff may use after-school detention as another form of discipline for not more than  
180 minutes on any given day. Before assigning after-school detention, the staff member will  
inform the student of the specific behavior prompting the detention and provide the student with  
an opportunity to explain or justify the behavior. At least one professional staff member will  
directly supervise students in after-school detention.

Administering other forms of discipline cannot result in the denial or delay of the student’s  
nutritionally adequate meal or prevent a student from accomplishing a specific academic grade,  
subject, or graduation requirements.

Students and parents may challenge the administration of other forms of discipline, including the  
imposition of after-school detention using the grievance process below.

Staff Authority and Exclusionary Discipline
District staff members are responsible for supervising students immediately before and the  
school day; during the day; during school activities (whether on or off campus); on school  
grounds before or after school hours when a school group or school activity is using school
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grounds; off school grounds, if the actions of the student materially or substantially affect or  
interferes with the educational process; and on the school bus.

Staff members will seek early involvement of parents in efforts to support students in meeting  
behavioral expectations. The Superintendent has general authority to administer discipline,  
including all exclusionary discipline. The Superintendent designates disciplinary authority to  
impose short-term suspension to the Dean of Students, and Assistant Principals to impose long-
term suspension to the Dean of Students and Assistant Principals to impose expulsion to the  
Dean of Students and Assistant Principals, and to impose emergency expulsion to the Dean of  
Students and Assistant Principals.

Classroom exclusions
After attempting at least one other form of discipline, as set forth above, teachers have statutory
authority to impose classroom exclusion. Classroom exclusion means the exclusion of a  
student from the classroom or instructional activity area based on a behavioral violation that
disrupts the educational process. As stated above, the Superintendent, school principals, and  
certificated staff will work together to develop definitions and consensus on what constitutes  
behavior that disrupts the educational process to reduce the effect of implicit or unconscious  
bias. Additionally, the district authorizes the Dean of Students and Assistant Principals to  
impose classroom exclusion with the same authority and limits of authority as classroom  
teachers.

Classroom exclusion may be for all or any portion of the balance of the school day. Classroom  
exclusion does not encompass removing a student from school, including sending a student  
home early or telling a parent to keep a student at home, based on a behavioral violation.
Removing a student from school constitutes a suspension, expulsion, or emergency expulsion  
and must include the notification and due process as stated in the section below.

Classroom exclusion cannot result in the denial or delay of the student’s nutritionally adequate  
meal or prevent a student from accomplishing a specific academic grade, subject, or graduation  
requirements.

The school will provide the student an opportunity to make up any assignments and tests  
missed during a classroom exclusion. The district will not administer any form of discipline,  
including classroom exclusions, in a manner that would result in the denial or delay of a  
nutritionally adequate meal to a student or prevents a student from accomplishing a specific  
academic grade, subject, or graduation requirements.

Following the classroom exclusion of a student, the teacher (or other school personnel as  
identified) must report the classroom exclusion, including the behavioral violation that led to the  
classroom exclusion, to the principal or the principal’s designee as soon as reasonably possible.  
The principal or designee must report all classroom exclusions, including the behavioral  violation 
that led to it to the Superintendent. Reporting of the behavioral violation that led to the  classroom 
exclusion as “other” is insufficient.
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The teacher, principal, or the principal’s designee must notify the students’ parents regarding  
the classroom exclusion as soon as reasonably possible. As noted above, the district must  
ensure that this notification is in a language and form (i.e. oral or written) the parents  
understand.

When the teacher or other authorized school personnel administers a classroom exclusion  
because the student’s presence poses an immediate and continuing danger to other students or  
school personnel, or an immediate and continuing threat of material and substantial disruption  
of the educational process:

a.) The teacher or other school personnel must immediately notify the principal or  
the principal’s designee; and

b.) The principal or the principal’s designee must meet with the student as soon  
as reasonably possible and administer appropriate discipline.

The district will address student and parent grievances regarding classroom exclusion through  
the grievance procedures.

Grievance process for other forms of discipline and classroom exclusion
Any parent/guardian or student who is aggrieved by the imposition of other forms of discipline  
and/or classroom exclusion has the right to an informal conference with the principal for  
resolving the grievance. If the grievance pertains to the action of any employee, the district will
notify that employee of the grievance as soon as reasonably possible.

At such conference, the student and parent will have the opportunity to voice issues and  
concerns related to the grievance and ask questions of staff members involved in the grievance  
matter. Staff members will have opportunity to respond to the issues and questions related to  
the grievance matter. Additionally, the principal will have opportunity to address issues and  
questions raised and to ask questions of the parent, student, and staff members.

If after exhausting this remedy the grievance is not yet resolved, the parent and student will  
have the rights, upon two (2) school business days prior notice, to present a written and/or oral  
grievance to the Superintendent or designee. The Superintendent or designee will provide the  
parent and student with a written copy of its response to the grievance within ten (10) school  
business days. Use of the grievance process will not impede or postpone the disciplinary  
action, unless the principal or Superintendent elects to postpone the disciplinary action.

Discipline that may be grieved under this section includes other forms of discipline, including  
after-school detention; classroom exclusion; removal or suspension from athletic activity or  
participation and removal or suspension from school-provided transportation.

Suspension and expulsion – general conditions and limitations
The district’s use of suspension and expulsion will have a real and substantial relationship to the
lawful maintenance and operation of the school district, including but not limited to, the  
preservation of the health and safety of students and employees and the preservation of an  
educational process that is conducive to learning. The district will not expel, suspend, or
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discipline in any manner for a student’s performance of or failure to perform any act not related  
to the orderly operation of the school or school-sponsored activities or any other aspect of  
preserving the educational process. The district will not administer any form of discipline in a  
manner that would prevent a student from accomplishing a specific academic grade, subject, or  
graduation requirements.

As stated above, the district must have provided the parents(s) opportunity for involvement to  
support the student and resolve behavioral violations before administering suspension or  
expulsion. Additionally, the Superintendent or designee must consider the student’s individual  
circumstances and the nature of the violation before administering a short-term or in-school  
suspension.

The board recognizes that when a student’s behavior is subject to disciplinary action review by  
a panel of the student’s peers may positively influence the student’s behavior. The board has  
discretion to authorize the establishment of one or more student disciplinary boards, which may  
also include teachers, administrators, parents or any combination thereof. If so authorized, the  
district will ensure that the student disciplinary board reflects the demographics of the student  
body. The student disciplinary board may recommend to the appropriate school authority other  
forms of discipline that might benefit the student’s behavior and may also provide input on  
whether exclusionary discipline is needed. The school authority has discretion to set aside or  
modify the student disciplinary board’s recommendation.

The principal or designee at each school must report all suspensions and expulsions, including  
the behavioral violation that led to the suspension or expulsion, to the Superintendent or  
designee within twenty-four (24) hours after the administration. Reporting the behavioral  
violation that led to the suspension or expulsion as ‘other’ is insufficient.

An expulsion or suspension of a student may not be for an indefinite period and must have an  
end date. After suspending or expelling a student, the district will make reasonable efforts to  
return the student to the student’s regular educational setting as soon as possible. Additionally,  
the district must allow the student to petition for readmission at any time. The district will not  
administer any form of discipline in a manner that prevents a student from completing subject,  
grade-level, or graduation requirements.

When administering a suspension or expulsion, the district may deny a student admission to, or  
entry upon, real and personal property that the district owns, leases, rents or controls. The  
district must provide an opportunity for students to receive educational services during a  
suspension or expulsion (see below). The district will not suspend or expel a student from  
school for absences or tardiness.

If during a suspension or expulsion the district enrolls a student in another program or course of  
study, the district may not preclude the student from returning to the student’s regular  
educational setting following the end of the suspension or expulsion, unless one of the following  
applies:
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(a) The Superintendent or designee grants a petition to extend a student’s expulsion under  
WAC 392-400-480;

(b) The change of setting is to protect victims under WAC 392-400-810;
(c) Or other law precludes the student from returning to his or her regular educational  

setting.

In accordance with RCW 28A.600.420, a school district must expel a student for no less than  
one year if the district has determined that the student has carried or possessed a firearm on  
school premises, school-provided transportation, or areas of facilities while being used  
exclusively by public schools. The Superintendent may modify the expulsion on a case-by-case  
basis.

A school district may also suspend or expel a student for up to one year if the student acts with  
malice (as defined under RCW 9A.04.110) and displays an instrument that appears to be a  
firearm on school premises, school-provided transportation, or areas of facilities while being  
used exclusively by public schools. These provisions do not apply to students while engaged in  
a district authorized military education; a district authorized firearms convention or safety  
course; or district authorized rifle completion.

In-school suspension and short-term suspension
The Superintendent designates the Dean of Students and Assistant Principals with the authority  
to impose in-school and short-term suspension. Before administering an in-school or short-term  
suspension, staff members must have first attempted one or more other forms of discipline to  
support the student in meeting behavioral expectations and considered the student’s individual
circumstances. The district will not administer in-school suspension that would result in the  
denial or delay of the student’s nutritionally adequate meal.

Unless otherwise required by law, the district is not required to impose in-school or short-term  
suspensions and instead, strives to keep students in school, learning in a safe and appropriate  
environment. However, there are circumstances when the district may determine that in-school  
or short-term suspension is appropriate. As stated above, the district will work to develop  
definitions and consensus on what constitutes behavioral violations to reduce the effect of  
implicit or unconscious bias. In accordance with the other parameters of this policy, these  
circumstances may include the following types of student behaviors;

• Being intoxicated or under the influence of controlled substance, alcohol or marijuana at  
school or while present at school activities;

• Bomb scares or false fire alarms that cause a disruption to the school program;
• Commission of any crime on school grounds or during school activities;
• Fighting: Fighting and instigating, promoting, or escalating a fight, as well as failure to  

disperse. Engaging in any form of fighting where physical blows are exchanged,  
regardless of who initiated the fight. This prohibition includes hitting, slapping, pulling  
hair, biting, kicking, choking, and scratching or any other acts in which a student  
intentionally inflicts or attempts to inflict injury on another;

• Gang-related activity;
• Harassment/intimidation/bullying;
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• Intentional endangerment to self, other students, or staff, including endangering on a  
school bus;

• Intentional injury to another;
• Intentionally defacing or destroying the property of another;
• Intentionally obstructing the entrance or exit of any school building or room in order to  

deprive others of passing through;
• Possession, use, sale, or delivery of illegal or controlled chemical substances;
• Preventing students from attending class or school activities;
• Refusal to cease prohibited behavior;
• Refusal to leave an area when repeatedly instructed to do so by school personnel;
• Sexual misconduct that could constitute sexual assault or harassment on school  

grounds, at school activities, or on school provided transportation;
• Substantially and intentionally interfering with any class or activity;
• Threats of violence to other students or staff;
• Use or possession of weapons prohibited by state law and Policy 3209.

Initial hearing
Before administering any in-school or short-term suspension, the district will attempt to notify the  
student’s parent(s) as soon as reasonably possible regarding the behavioral violation.
Additionally, the principal or designee must conduct an informal initial hearing with the student  
to hear the student’s perspective. The principal or designee must provide the student an
opportunity to contact his or her parent(s) regarding the initial hearing. The district must hold  
the initial hearing in a language the parent and student understand.

At the initial hearing, the principal or designee will provide the student:

• Notice of the student’s violation of this policy;
• An explanation of the evidence regarding the behavioral violation;
• An explanation of the discipline that may be administered; and
• An opportunity for the student to share his or her perspective and provide explanation  

regarding the behavioral violation.

Notice
Following the initial hearing, the principal or designee must inform the student of the disciplinary  
decision regarding the behavioral violation, including the date when any suspension or
expulsion will begin or end.

No later than one (1) school business day following the initial hearing with the student, the  
district will provide written notice of the suspension or expulsion to the student and parents in  
person, by mail, or by email in a language and form the student and parents will understand.  
The written notice must include:

(a) A description of the student’s behavior and how the behavior violated this policy;
(b) The duration and conditions of the suspension or expulsion, including the dates on which  

the suspension or expulsion will begin and end;
(c) The other forms of discipline that the district considered or attempted, and an

explanation of the district’s decision to administer the suspension or expulsion;
(d) The opportunity to receive educational services during the suspension or expulsion;
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(e) The right of the student and parent(s) to an informal conference with the principal or  
designee; and

(f) The right of the student and parent(s) to appeal the in-school or short-term suspension.

For students in Kindergarten through fourth grade, the district will not administer in-school or  
short-term suspension for more than ten (10) cumulative school days during any academic term.  
For students in grades five through twelve, the district will not administer in-school or short-term  
suspension for more that fifteen (15) cumulative school days during any single semester, or  
more than ten (10) cumulative school days during any single trimester. Additionally, the district  
will not administer a short-term or in-school suspension beyond the school year in which the  
behavioral violation occurred.

The district will not administer in-school or short-term suspensions in a manner that would result  
in the denial or delay of a nutritionally adequate meal to a student.

When administering an in-school suspension, school personnel must ensure they are physically  
in the same location as the student to provide direct supervision during the duration of the in-
school suspension. Additionally, school personnel must ensure they are accessible to offer  
support to keep the student current with assignments and course work for all of the student’s  
regular subjects or classes.

Long-term suspensions and expulsions
Before administering a long-term suspension or an expulsion, district personnel must consider  
other forms of discipline to support the student in meeting behavioral expectations. The district
must also consider the other general conditions and limitations listed above.

Unless otherwise required by law, the district is not required to impose long-term suspension or  
expulsion and may impose long-term suspension or expulsion only for specify misconduct. In  
general, the district strives to keep students in school, learning in a safe and appropriate  
environment. However, in accordance with the other parameters of this policy there are  
circumstances when the district may determine that long-term suspension or expulsion is  
appropriate for student behaviors listed in RCW 28A.600.015 (6)(a) through (d), which include:

(a) Having a firearm on school property or school transportation in violation of RCW  
28A.600.420;

(b) Any of the following offenses listed in RCW 13.04.155, including;
• any violent offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030, including any felony that  

Washington law defines as a class A felony or an attempt, criminal conspiracy, or  
solicitation to commit a class A felony;

• manslaughter;
• indecent liberties committed by forcible compulsion;
• kidnapping;
• arson;
• assault in the second degree;
• assault of a child in the second degree;
• robbery;
• drive-by shooting; and
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• vehicular homicide or vehicular assault caused by driving a vehicle while under  
the influence of intoxicating liquor or any drug, or by operating a vehicle in a  
reckless manner.

(ii) any sex offense as defined in RCW 9.94A.030, which includes any felony  
violation of chapter 9A.44 RCW (other than failure to register as a sex  
offender in violation of 9A.44.132), including rape, rape of a child, child  
molestation, sexual misconduct with a minor, indecent liberties, voyeurism,  
and any felony conviction or adjudication with a sexual motivation finding;

(iii) Inhaling toxic fumes in violation of chapter 9.47A RCW;

(iv) any controlled substance violation of chapter 69.50 RCW;

(v) any liquor violation of RCW 66.44.270;

(vi) any weapons violation of chapter 9.41 RCW, including having a dangerous  
weapon at school in violation of RCW 9.41.280;

(vii) any violation of chapter 9A.36 RCW, including assault, malicious  
harassment, drive-by shooting, reckless endangerment, promoting a  
suicide attempt, coercion, assault of a child, custodial assault, and failing  
to summon assistance for an injured victim of a crime in need of  
assistance.

(viii) any violation of chapter 9A.40 RCW, including kidnapping, unlawful  
imprisonment, custodial interference, luring, and human trafficking;

(ix) any violation of chapter 9A.46 RCW, including harassment, stalking, and  
criminal gang intimidation; and

(x) any violation of chapter 9A.48 RCW, including arson, reckless burning,  
malicious mischief, and criminal street gang tagging and graffiti.

(c) Two or more violations of the following within a three-yearperiod
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

Criminal gang intimidation in violation of RCW 9A.46.120;
Gang activity on school grounds in violation of RCW 28A.600.455;  
Willfully disobeying school administrative personnel in violation of RCW  
28A.635.020; and
Defacing or injuring school property in violation of RCW 28A.635.060; and

(d) Any student behavior that adversely affects the health or safety of other students or  
educational staff.

In addition to being a behavior specified in RCW 28A.600.015, before imposing long-term  
suspension or expulsion, district personnel must also determine that if the student returned to  
school before completing a long-term suspension or expulsion the student would pose an  
imminent danger to students, school personnel, or pose an imminent threat of material and  
substantial disruption of the educational process. As stated above, the district will work to
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develop definitions and consensus on what constitutes such an imminent threat to reduce the  
effect of implicit or unconscious bias.

Behavior agreements
The district authorizes staff to enter into behavior agreements with students and parents in  
response to behavioral violations, including agreements to reduce the length of a suspension  
conditioned on the participation in treatment services, agreements in lieu of suspension or
expulsion, or agreements holding a suspension or expulsion in abeyance. Behavior  
agreements will also describe district actions planned to support behavior changes by the  
students. The district will provide any behavior agreement in a language and form the student  
and parents understand.

A behavior agreement does not waive a student’s opportunity to participate in a reengagement  
meeting or to receive educational services. The duration of a behavior agreement must not  
exceed the length of an academic term. A behavior agreement does not preclude the district  
from administering discipline for behavioral violations that occur after the district enters into an  
agreement with the student and parents.

Initial hearing
Before administering any suspension or expulsion, the district will attempt to notify the student’s  
parent(s) as soon as reasonably possible regarding the behavioral violation. Additionally, the  
principal or designee must conduct an informal initial hearing with the student to hear the  
student’s perspective. The principal or designee must make a reasonable attempt to contact  the 
student’s parents and provide an opportunity for the parents to participate in the initial  hearing in 
person or by telephone. The district must hold the initial hearing in a language the  parent and 
student understand. At the initial hearing, the principal or designee will provide the  student:

• Notice of the student’s violation of this policy;
• An explanation of the evidence regarding the behavioral violation;
• An explanation of the discipline that may be administered; and
• An opportunity for the student to share his or her perspective and provide explanation  

regarding the behavioral violation.

Following the initial hearing, the principal or designee must inform the student of the disciplinary  
decision regarding the behavioral violation, including the date when any suspension or  
expulsion will begin and end.

Notice
No later than one (1) school business day following the initial hearing with the student, the  
district will provide written notice of the suspension or expulsion to the student and parents in  
person, by mail, or by email. If the parent cannot read any language, the district will provide
language assistance. The written notice must include:

(a) A description of the student’s behavior and how the behavior violated this policy;
(b) The duration and conditions of the suspension or expulsion, including the dates on which  

the suspension or expulsion will begin and end;
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(c) The other forms of discipline that the district considered or attempted, and explanation of  
the district’s decision to administer the suspension or expulsion;

(d) The opportunity to receive educational services during the suspension or expulsion;
(e) The right of the student and parent(s) to an informal conference with the principal or  

designee;
(f) The right of the student and parent(s) to appeal the suspension or expulsion; and
(g) For any long-term suspension or expulsion, the opportunity for the student and parents  

to participate in a reengagement meeting.

Other than for the firearm exception under WAC 392-400-820, the district will not impose a long-
term suspension or an expulsion for any student in kindergarten through fourth grade.

If a long-term suspension or expulsion may exceed ten (10) days, the district will consider  
whether the student is currently eligible or might be deemed eligible for special education  
services. If so, the principal will notify relevant special education staff of the suspension or  
expulsion so that the district can ensure it follows its special education discipline procedures as  
well as its general education discipline procedures.

Divergence between long-term suspension and expulsion
A long-term suspension may not exceed the length of an academic term. The district may not  
administer a long-term suspension beyond the school year in which the behavioral violation
occurred.

An expulsion may not exceed the length of an academic term, unless the Superintendent grants  
a petition to extend the expulsion under WAC 392-400-480. The district is not prohibited from  
administrating an expulsion beyond the school year in which the behavioral violation occurred.

Emergency Expulsions
The district may immediately remove a student from the student’s current school placement,  
subject to the following requirements:

The district must have sufficient cause to believe that the student’s presence poses:

• An immediate and continuing danger to other students or school personnel; or
• An immediate and continuing threat of material and substantial disruption of the  

educational process.

The district may not impose an emergency expulsion solely for investigating student conduct.

For purposes of determining sufficient cause for an emergency expulsion, the phrase  
‘immediate and continuing threat of material and substantial disruption of the educational  
process’ means:

• The student’s behavior results in an extreme disruption of the educational process that  
creates a substantial barrier to learning for other students across the school day; and

• School personnel have exhausted reasonable attempts at administering other forms of  
discipline to support the student in meeting behavioral expectations.
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An emergency expulsion may not exceed ten consecutive school days. An emergency  
expulsion must end or be converted to another form of discipline within ten (10) school days  
from its start.

After an emergency expulsion, the district must attempt to notify the student’s parents, as soon  
as reasonably possible, regarding the reason the district believes the student’s presence poses  
an immediate and continuing danger to other students or school personnel, or an immediate  
and continuing threat of material and substantial disruption of the educational process.

Notice
Within twenty-four (24) hours after an emergency expulsion, the district will provide written  
notice to the student and parents in person, by mail, or by email. The written notice must  
include:

• The reason the student’s presence poses an immediate and continuing danger to  
students or school personnel, or poses an immediate and continuing threat of material  
and substantial disruption of the educational process;

• The duration and conditions of the emergency expulsion, including the date on which the  
emergency expulsion will begin and end;

• The opportunity to receive educational services during emergency expulsion;
• The right of the student and parent(s) to an informal conference with the principal or  

designee; and
• The right of the student and parent(s) to appeal the emergency expulsion, including  

where and to whom the appeal must be requested.

If the district converts an emergency expulsion to a suspension or expulsion, the district must:

(a) Apply any days that the student was emergency expelled before the conversion to the  
total length of the suspension or expulsion; and

(b) Provide the student and parents with notice and due process rights under WAC 392-
400-455 through 392-400-480 appropriate to the new disciplinary action.

All emergency expulsions, including the reason the student’s presence poses an immediate and  
continuing danger to other students or school personnel, must be reported to the  
Superintendent or designee within twenty-four (24) hours after the start of the emergency  
expulsion.

Appeal, Reconsideration, and Petition  

Optional conference with principal
If a student or the parent(s) disagree with the district’s decision to suspend, expel, or emergency  
expel the student, the student or parent(s) may request an informal conference orally or in  
writing.

The principal or designee must hold the conference within three (3) school business days after  
receiving the request, unless otherwise agreed to by the student and parents(s).
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During the informal conference, the student and parent(s) will have the opportunity to share the  
student’s perspective and explanation regarding the events that led to the behavioral violation.  
The student and parent will also have the opportunity to confer with the principal or designee  
and school personnel involved in the incident that led to the suspension or expulsion. Further,  
the student and parent will have the opportunity to discuss other forms of discipline that the  
district could administer.

Appeals

Requesting appeal

The appeal provisions for in school and short-term suspension differ from those for long-term
suspension and expulsion. The appeal provisions for long-term suspension or expulsion and
emergency expulsion have similarities but the timelines differ.

A student or the parent(s) may appeal a suspension, expulsion, or emergency expulsion to the  
Superintendent or designee orally or in writing. For suspension or expulsion, the request to  
appeal must be within five (5) school business days from when the district provided the student  
and parent with written notice. For emergency expulsion, the request to appeal must be within  
three (3) school business days from when the district provided the student and parent with  
written notice.

When an appeal for long-term suspension or expulsion is pending, the district may continue to  
administer the long-term suspension or expulsion during the appeal process, subject to the  
following requirements:

• The suspension or expulsion is for no more than ten (10) consecutive school days from  
the initial hearing or until the appeal is decided, whichever is earlier;

• The district will apply any days of suspension or expulsion occurring before the appeal is  
decided to the term of the student’s suspension or expulsion and may not extend the  
term of the student’s suspension or expulsion; and

• If the student returns to school before the appeal is decided, the district will provide the  
student an opportunity to make up assignments and tests missed during the suspension  
or expulsion upon the student’s return.

In-school and short-term suspension appeal

For short-term and in-school suspensions, the Superintendent or designee will provide the  
student and parents the opportunity to share the student’s perspective and explanation  
regarding the behavioral violation orally or in writing.

The Superintendent or designee must deliver a written appeal decision to the student and  
parents in person, by mail, or by email within two (2) school business days after receiving the  
appeal. The written decision must include:

• The decision to affirm, reverse, or modify the suspension;
• The duration and conditions of the suspension, including the beginning and ending  

dates;
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• The educational services the district will offer to the student during the suspension; and
• Notice of the student and parent(s)’ fight to request review and reconsideration of the  

appeal decision, including where and to whom to make such a request.

Long-term suspension or expulsion and emergency expulsion appeal
For long-term suspension or expulsion and emergency expulsions, the Superintendent or  
designee will provide the student and parent(s) written notice in person, by mail, or by email,
within one (1) school business day after receiving the appeal request, unless the parties agree  
to a different timeline. Written notice will include:

• The time, date, and location of the appeal hearing;
• The name(s) of the official(s) presiding over the appeal;
• The right of the student and parent(s) to inspect the student’s education records;
• The right of the student and parent(s)s to inspect any documentary or physical evidence  

and a list of any witnesses that will be introduced at the hearing;
• The rights of the student and parent(s) to be represented by legal counsel; question  

witnesses; share the student’s perspective and explanation; and introduce relevant  
documentary, physical, or testimonial evidence; and

• Whether the district will offer a reengagement meeting before the appeal hearing.

For long-term suspension or expulsion, the student, parent(s) and district may agree to hold a  
reengagement meeting and develop a reengagement plan before the appeal hearing. The  
student, parent(s), and district may mutually agree to postpone the appeal hearing while  
participating in the reengagement process.

Hearing
A hearing to appeal a long-term suspension or expulsion or emergency expulsion is a quasi-
judicial process exempt from the Open Public Meetings Act (OPMA). To protect the privacy of  
student(s) and others involved, the district will hold hearing without public notice and without
public access unless the student(s) and/or the parent(s) or their counsel requests an open  
hearing. Regardless of whether the hearing is open or closed, the district will make reasonable  
efforts to comply with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) concerning  
confidentiality of student education records.

When students are charged with violating the same rule and have acted in concert and the facts  
are essentially the same for all students, a single hearing may be conducted for them if the  
hearing officer believes that the following conditions exist:

• A single hearing will not likely result in confusion; and
• No student will have his/her interest substantially prejudiced by a group hearing.

If the official presiding over the hearing finds that a student’s interests will be substantially
prejudiced by a group hearing, the presiding official may order a separate hearing for that
student. The parent and student have the right to petition for an individual hearing.
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For long-term suspension or expulsion, the district will hold an appeal hearing within three (3)  
school business days after the Superintendent or designee received the appeal request, unless  
otherwise agreed to by the student and parent(s).

For emergency expulsion, the district will hold an appeal hearing within two (2) school business
days after the Superintendent or designee received the appeal request, unless the student and
parent(s) agree to another time.

The school board may designate a discipline appeal council to hear and decide any appeals in  
this policy and procedure or to review and reconsider a district’s appeal decisions. A discipline  
appeal decision. A discipline appeal council must consist of at least three persons appointed by  
the school board for fixed terms. All members of a discipline appeal council must be  
knowledgeable about the rules in Chapter 392-400 WAC and this policy and procedure. The  
school board may also designate the Superintendent or a hearing officer to hear and decide  
appeals. The presiding official(s) may not have been involved in the student’s behavioral  
violation or the decision to suspend or expel the student.

Upon request, the student and parent(s) or their legal representative may inspect any  
documentary or physical evidence and list of any witnesses that the district will introduce at the  
appeal hearing. The district must make the information available as soon as reasonably  
possible, but no later than the end of the school business day before the appeal hearing. The  
district may also request to inspect any documentary or physical evidence and list of any  
witnesses that the student and parent(s) intend to introduce at the appeal hearing. The student  
and parent(s) musts make this information available as soon as reasonably possible, but no  
later than the end of the school business day before the appeal hearing.

Upon request, the student and parent(s) may review the student’s education records. The  
district will make the records available as soon as reasonably possible, but no later that the end  
of the school business day before the appeal hearing.

If a witness for the district cannot or does not appear at the appeal hearing, the presiding  
official(s) may excuse the witness’ nonappearance if the district establishes that:

• The district made a reasonable effort to produce the witness; and
• The witness’ failure to appear is excused by fear of reprisal or another compelling  

reason.
The district will record the appeal hearing by manual, electronic, or other type of recording
device and upon request of the student or parent(s) provide them a copy of the recording.

For long-term suspension or expulsion, the presiding officials(s) must base the decision solely  
on the evidence presented at the hearing. The presiding official(s) will provide a written  
decision to the student and parent(s) in person, by mail, or by email within three (3) school  
business days after the appeal hearing. The written decision must include;

• The findings of fact;
• A determination whether (i) the student’s behavior violated this policy; (ii) the behavioral  

violation reasonably warrants the suspension or expulsion and the length of the
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suspension or expulsion; and (iii) the suspension or expulsion is affirmed, reversed, or  
modified;

• The duration and conditions of suspension or expulsion, including the beginning and  
ending dates;

• Notice of the right of the student and parent(s) to request a review and reconsideration  
of the appeal decision. The notice will include where and to whom to make such a  
request; and

• Notice of the opportunity for a reengagement meeting and contact information for the  
person who will schedule it.

For emergency expulsion, the district will provide a written decision to the student and parent(s)
in person, by mail, or by email within one (1) school business day after the appeal hearing. The
written decision must include:

• The findings of fact;
• A determination whether the student’s presence continues to pose (i) immediate and  

continuing danger to students or school personnel; or (ii) an immediate and continuing  
threat of material and substantial disruption of the educational process;

• Whether the district will end the emergency expulsion or convert the emergency  
expulsion to a suspension or expulsion. If the district converts the emergency expulsion  
to a suspension or expulsion, the district will provide the student and parent(s) notice  
and due process consistent with the disciplinary action to which the emergency  
expulsion was converted; and

• Notice of the right of the student and parent(s) to request a review and reconsideration  
of the appeal decision. The notice will include where and to whom to make such a  
request.

Reconsideration of appeal
The student or parents may request the school board or discipline appeal council, if established  
by the school board, review and reconsider the district’s appeal decision for long-term  
suspensions or expulsions and emergency expulsions. This request may be either oral or in
writing.

For long-term suspension or expulsion, the student or parent(s) may request a review within ten
(10)school business days from when the district provided the student and parent(s) with the  
written appeal decision.

For emergency expulsion, the student or parent(s) may request a review within five (5) school  
business days from when the district provided the student and parent(s) with the written appeal  
decision.

• In reviewing the district’s decision, the school board or discipline appeal council, if  
established, must consider (i) all documentary and physical evidence from the appeal  
hearing related to the behavioral violation; (ii) any records from the appeal hearing; (iii)  
relevant state law; and (iv) this policy adopted.

• The school board (or discipline appeal council) may request to meet with the student and  
parent(s) the principal, witnesses, and/or school personnel to hear further arguments  and 
gather additional information.
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• The decision of the school board (or discipline appeal council) will be made only by  
board or discipline council members who were not involved in (i) the behavioral violation;
(ii) the decision to suspend or expel the student; or (ii) the appeal decision. If the  
discipline appeal council presided over the appeal hearing, the school board will conduct
the review and reconsideration.

For long-term suspension or expulsion, the school board (or discipline appeal council) will  
provide a written decision to the student and parent(s) in person, by mail, or by email within ten
(10)school business days after receiving the request for review and reconsideration. The  
written decision must identify:

• Whether the school board (or discipline appeal council) affirms, reverses, or modifies the  
suspension or expulsion;

• The duration and conditions of the suspension or expulsion, including the beginning and  
ending dates of the suspension or expulsion; and

• For long-term suspensions or expulsions, notice of the opportunity to participate in a  
reengagement meeting.

For emergency expulsion, the school board (or discipline appeal council) will provide a written
decision to the student and parent(s) in person, by mail, or by email, within five (5) school  
business days after receiving the request for review and reconsideration. The written decision
must identify;

• Whether the school board (or discipline appeal council) affirms or reverses the school  
district’s decision that the student’s presence posed (i) an immediate and continuing  
danger to students or school personnel; or (ii) an immediate and continuing threat of  
material and substantial disruption of the educational process.

• If the emergency expulsion has not yet ended or been converted, whether the district will  
end the emergency expulsion or convert the emergency expulsion to a suspension or  
expulsion. If the district converts the emergency expulsion to a suspension or expulsion,  
the district will provide the student and parent(s) notice and due process under WAC  
392-400-455 through 392-400-480 consistent with the disciplinary action to which the  
emergency expulsion was converted.

Petition to extend an expulsion
When risk to public health or safety warrants extending a student’s expulsion, the principal or  
designee may petition the Superintendent or designee for authorization to exceed the academic
term limitation on an expulsion. The petition must inform the Superintendent or designee of:

• The behavioral violation that resulted in the expulsion and the public health or safety  
concerns;

• The student’s academic, attendance, and discipline history;
• Any nonacademic supports and behavioral services the student was offered or received  

during the expulsion;
• The student’s academic progress during the expulsion and the educational services  

available to the student during the expulsion;
• The proposed extended length of the expulsion; and
• The student’s reengagement plan.

The principal or designee may petition to extend an expulsion only after the development of a
reengagement plan under WAC 392-400-710 and before the end of the expulsion. For
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violations of WAC 392-400-820 involving a firearm on school premises, school-provided  
transportation, or areas of facilities while being used exclusively by public schools, the principal  
or designee may petition to extend an expulsion at any time.

Notice
The district will provide written notice of a petition to the student and parent(s) in person, by  
mail, or by email within one (1) school business day from the date the Superintendent or
designee received the petition. The written notice must include;

• A copy of the petition;
• The right of the student and parent(s) to an informal conference with the Superintendent  

or designee to be held within five (5) school business days from the date the district  
provided written notice to the student and parent(s); and

• The right of the student and parent(s) to respond to the petition orally or in writing to the  
Superintendent or designee within five (5) school business days from the date the district  
provided the written notice.

The Superintendent or designee may grant the petition only if there is substantial evidence that,
if the student were to return to the student’s previous school of placement after the length of an  
academic term, the student would pose a risk to public health or safety. The Superintendent or  
designee must deliver a written decision to the principal, the student, and the student’s  
parents(s) in person, by mail, or by email within ten (10) school business days after receiving
the petition.

If the Superintendent or designee does not grant the petition, the written decision must identify  
the date when the expulsion will end.

If the Superintendent or designee grants the petition, the written decision must include:

• The date on which the extended expulsion will end;
• The reason that, if the student were to return before the initial expulsion end date, the  

student would pose a risk to public health or safety; and
• Notice of the right of the student and parent(s) to request a review and reconsideration.  

The notice will include where and to whom to make such a request.

Review and Reconsideration of extension of expulsion
The student or parent(s) may request that the school board (or discipline appeal council, if  
established by the board) review and reconsider the decision to extend the student’s expulsion.  
The student or parents may request the review orally or in writing within ten (10) school
business days from the date the Superintendent or designee provides the written decision.

The school board (or discipline appeal council) may request to meet with the student or  
parent(s) or the principal to hear further arguments and gather additional information.

The decision of the school board (or discipline appeal council) may be made only board or  
discipline appeal council members who were not involved in the behavioral violation, the  
decision to expel the student, or the appeal decision.
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The school board (or discipline appeal council) will provide a written decision to the student and
parent(s) in person, by mail, or by email within ten (10) school business days after receiving the
request for review and reconsideration. The written decision must identify:

• Whether the school board or discipline appeal council affirms, reverses, or modifies the  
decision to extend the student’s expulsion; and

• The date when the extended expulsion will end.

Any extension of an expulsion may not exceed the length of an academic term.

The district will annually report the number of petitions approved and denied to the Office of  
Superintendent of Public Instruction.

Educational Services

The district will offer educational services to enable a student who is suspended or expulsed to:

• Continue to participate in the general education curriculum;
• Meet the educational standards established within the district; and
• Complete subject, grade-level, and graduation requirements.

When providing a student, the opportunity to receive educational services during exclusionary  
discipline, the school must consider:

• Meaningful input from the student, parents, and the student’s teachers;
• Whether the student’s regular educational services include English language  

development services, special education, accommodations and related services under  
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, or supplemental services designed to  
support the student’s academic achievement; and

• Access to any necessary technology, transportation, or resources the student needs to  
participate fully in the educational services.

After considering the factors and input described above, the district will determine a student’s  
educational services on a case-by-case basis. The types of educational services the district will  
consider include; access to online communication and education. Any educational services in  
an alternative setting should be comparable, equitable, and appropriate to the regular  
educational services a student would have received in the absence of exclusionary discipline.

As soon as reasonably possible after administering a suspension or expulsion, the district will  
provide written notice to the student and parents about the educational services the district will  
provide. The notice will include a description of the educational services and the name and  
contact information of the school personnel who can offer support to keep the student current  
with assignments and course work.

For students’ subject to suspension or emergency expulsion up to five (5) days, a school must  
provide at least the following.

• Course work, including any assigned homework, from all of the student’s regular  
subjects or classes.
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• Access to school personnel who can offer support to keep the student current with  
assignments and course work for all of the student’s regular subjects or classes; and

• An opportunity for the student to make up any assignments and tests missed during the  
period of suspension or emergency expulsion.

For students’ subject to suspension or emergency expulsion for six (6) to ten (10) consecutive
school days, a school must provide at least the following:

• Course work, including any assigned homework, from all the student’s regular subjects  
or classes.

• An opportunity for the student to make up any assignments and tests missed during the  
period of suspension or emergency expulsion; and

• Access to school personnel who can offer support to keep the student current with  
assignments and course work for all the student’s regular subjects or classes. School  
personnel will make a reasonable attempt to contact the student or parents within three
(3)school business days following the start of the suspension or emergency expulsion  
and periodically thereafter until the suspension or emergency expulsion ends to:

 Coordinate the delivery and grading of course work between the student and the  
student’s teacher(s) at a frequency that would allow the student to keep current  
with assignments and course work for all of the student’s regular subjects or  
classes; and

 Communicate with the student, parents, and the student’s teacher(s) about the  
student’s academic progress.

For students’ subject to expulsion or suspension for more than ten (10) consecutive school  
days, a school will make provisions for educational services in accordance with the ‘Course of  
Study’ provisions of WAC 392-121-107.

Readmission

Readmission application process
The readmission process is different from and does not replace the appeal process. Students  
who have been suspended or expelled may make a written request for readmission to the  
district at any time. If a student desires to be readmitted at the school from which he/she has
been suspended/expelled, the student will submit a written application to the principal, who will  
recommend admission or non-admission. If a student wishes admission to another school,  
he/she will submit the written application to the Superintendent. The application will include:

• The reasons the student wants to return and why the request should be considered;
• Any evidence that supports the request; and

• A supporting statement from the parent or others who may have assisted the student.  
The Superintendent will advise the student and parent of the decision within seven (7) school
days of the receipt of such application.

Reengagement

Reengagement Meeting
The reengagement process is distinct from a written request for readmission. The  
reengagement meeting is also distinct from the appeal process, including an appeal hearing,
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and does not replace an appeal hearing. The district must convene a reengagement meeting  
for students with long-term suspension or expulsion.

Before convening a reengagement meeting, the district will communicate with the student and  
parent(s) to schedule the meeting time and location. The purpose of the reengagement meeting  
is to discuss with the student and his or her parent(s)/guardian(s) a plan to reengage the  
student.

The reengagement meeting must occur:

• Within twenty (20) calendar days of the start of the student’s long-term suspension or  
expulsion, but no later than five (5) calendar days before the student’s return to school;  
or

• As soon as reasonably possible, if the student or parents request a prompt  
reengagement meeting.

Reengagement Plan
The district will collaborate with the student and parents to develop a culturally sensitive and  
culturally responsible reengagement plan tailored to the student’s individual circumstances to  
support the student in successfully returning to school. In developing a reengagement plan, the  
district must consider:

• The nature and circumstances of the incident that led to the student’s suspension or  
expulsion;

• As appropriate, students’ cultural histories and contexts, family cultural norms and  
values, community resources, and community and parent outreach;

• Shortening the length of time that the student is suspended or expelled;
• Providing academic and nonacademic supports that aid in the student’s academic  

success and keep the student engaged and on track to graduate; and
• Supporting the student parents, or school personnel in taking action to remedy the  

circumstances that resulted in the suspension or expulsion and preventing similar  
circumstances from recurring.

The district must document the reengagement plan and provide a copy of the plan to the  
student and parents. The district must ensure that both the reengagement meeting and the  
reengagement plan are in a language the student and parents understand.

Exceptions for protecting victims
The district may preclude a student from returning to the student’s regular educational setting  
following the end date of a suspension or expulsion to protect victims of certain offenses as
follows:

• A student committing an offense under RCW 28A.600.460(2), when the activity is  
directed toward the teacher, shall not be assigned to that teacher’s classroom for the  
duration of the student’s attendance at that school or any other school where the teacher  
is assigned.
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A student who commits an offense under RCW 28A.600.460(3), when directed toward another  
student, may be removed from the classroom of the victim for the duration of the student’s  
attendance at that school or any other school where the victim is enrolled.

Section 4
Athletics Student Sports – Concussion, Head Injury and Sudden Cardiac Arrest

Board Policy 3422

Concussion and Head Injury
The South Kitsap School District Board of Directors recognizes that concussions and head  
injuries are commonly reported injuries in children and adolescents who participate in sports  
and other recreational activities. The board acknowledges that the risk of catastrophic injuries  or 
death is significant when a concussion or head injury is not properly evaluated and managed.

Therefore, all competitive sport activities in the district will be identified by the administration and  
all appropriate district staff, coaches and team volunteers will complete training as required in  
Procedure 3422 to recognize warning signs and symptoms of concussion and head injury.
Additionally, all coaches will comply with Washington Interscholastic Activities  
Association (WIAA) guidelines for the management of concussions and head injuries.

Consistent with Washington law, the district will utilize guidelines developed with the WIAA and  
other pertinent information to inform and educate coaches, youth athletes, and their  
parents/guardians of the nature and risk of concussions or head injuries, including the dangers  
associated with continuing to play after a concussion or head injury. Annually, the district will  
distribute a head injury and concussion information sheet to all parents/guardians of student  
participants in competitive sport activities.

Prior to their first use of school facilities, all private nonprofit youth programs must provide a
written statement of compliance with this policy in regard to concussion and head injury with
proof of insurance as required by RCW 4.24.660.

Sudden Cardiac Arrest

The Board of Directors further recognizes that sudden cardiac arrest is reported to be the  
leading cause of death in young athletes. The board will work with the WIAA and the University  
of Washington medicine center for sports cardiology to make available an online pamphlet that  
provides student athletes, their parents/guardians and coaches with information about sudden  
cardiac arrest. To this end, the district will maintain a link on its website to the OSPI website  
where the online pamphlet will be posted.

Annually, prior to participating in an interscholastic athletic activity, students and their  
parent/guardian must review the online pamphlet and return a signed statement to the school  
documenting their review. This form may be combined with the annually distributed head injury  
and concussion information sheet referenced above.

The board will also work with the WIAA and the University of Washington medicine center for  
sports cardiology to make available an existing online sudden cardiac arrest prevention program  
for coaches. Every three years, prior to coaching an interscholastic athletic activity, all coaches  
will complete the online program and provide a certificate of completion to the district.
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All coaches, including volunteers, will complete training as required in the district  
procedure. Additionally, all coaches will comply with Washington Interscholastic Activities  
Association (WIAA) guidelines for the management of sudden cardiac arrest.

Prior to their first use of school facilities, all private nonprofit youth programs must provide a  
written statement of compliance with this policy in regard to sudden cardiac arrest with proof of  
insurance as required by RCW 4.24.660.

Athletic Student Sports – Concussion, Head Injury and Sudden Cardiac Arrest
Administrative Procedure 3422P

Athletic Director or Administrator in Charge of Athletics Duties:

• Updating: Each spring, the athletic director, or the administrator in charge of athletics if  
there is no athletic director, will review any changes that have been made in forms  
required for concussion, head injury and sudden cardiac arrest management by  
consulting with the WIAA or the WIAA Web site. If there are any updated forms, they will  
be adopted and used for the upcoming school year.

• Identifying Sports: By June 30 of each year, the athletic director or administrator in  
charge will identify competitive sport activities in the district for which compliance with  
Policy 3422 is required. A list of competitive sports activities, Policy 3422 and this  
procedure will be distributed to all coaching staff and volunteers.

Coach Training: All coaches will undergo training in head injury and concussion management  
and at least once every two years by one of the following means: (1) through attendance at a  
WIAA or similar clock hour presentation which uses WIAA guidelines; or (2) by completing  
WIAA online training. All coaches will undergo training in sudden cardiac arrest prevention  
every three years by completing an online program developed by the WIAA and the University  
of Washington medicine center for sports cardiology and providing proof of completion of same  
to the district.

Parent Information: On a yearly basis and prior to the youth athlete's initiating practice or  
competition, a concussion and head injury information sheet will be signed and returned by the  
youth athlete and the athlete's parent and/or guardian. The information sheet will also  
incorporate a statement attesting to the student and parent/guardian’s review of the online  
pamphlet on sudden cardiac arrest posted on the OSPI website. The statement must be signed  
by both the student and parent. The information sheet may be incorporated into the parent  
permission sheet which allows students to participate in extracurricular athletics.

Coach’s Responsibility: A youth athlete who is suspected of sustaining a concussion or head  
injury in a practice or game or one who exhibits symptoms of sudden cardiac arrest will be  
immediately removed from play.

Return to Play After Concussion, Head Injury or symptoms of sudden cardiac arrest: A  
student athlete who has been removed from play may not return to play until the athlete is  
evaluated by a licensed health care provider trained in the evaluation and management of  
concussion and sudden cardiac arrest and receives written clearance to return to play from that  
health care provider. The health care provider may be a volunteer.
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Section 5:  Bus Conduct
Student Safety Walking, Biking and Riding Buses

Board Policy 6605

The district will adopt a comprehensive school trip safety program that addresses bus safety,  
walking and biking route plans, vehicle access to the school, circulation and parking at the  
school, pedestrian circulation on and around the school campus and safety education and  
enforcement.
Safety Advisory Committee

The superintendent will establish a Safety Advisory Committee (SAC) pursuant to WAC 392-
151-017 to develop and maintain a comprehensive school trip safety program. The committee  
will also develop and maintain the school patrol program in compliance with RCW
46.61.385 and review and approve each school's Safe Routes to School plan. The
superintendent will develop specific responsibilities and reporting relationships of the committee,  
including how the SAC relates to individual school safety programs.
Bus Safety
The superintendent will develop written rules establishing the procedures for bus safety and  
emergency exit drills and for student conduct while riding on buses. The procedures for bus  
safety will include rules restricting bus access to students and those persons authorized by the  
superintendent and/or his or her designee(s) to ride the bus to and from any school activity

The bus driver is responsible for the safety of his/her passengers, particularly for those who  
cross a roadway after leaving the bus. No bus driver shall order or allow a student to disembark  
at other than his/her customary boarding or alighting place, unless so authorized by the  
superintendent. In order to assure the safety of all, the bus driver may hold students  
accountable for their conduct during the course of transportation and may recommend  
corrective action against a student. Bus drivers are expressly prohibited from using corporal  
punishment. Bus drivers are expressly prohibited from allowing anyone to board the bus who is  
not a student, or a person authorized to ride the bus by the superintendent and/or his or her  
designee(s).

Emergencies
In the event of an accident or other emergency, the bus driver will follow the emergency  
procedures in accordance with the School Bus Driver Handbook (SPI). A copy of the emergency  
procedures will be located in each bus. To insure the success of such emergency procedures,  
each bus driver will conduct an emergency evacuation drill within the first six weeks of each  
school semester. The district will conduct such other drills and procedures as may be  necessary.

Student Conduct On Buses
The superintendent will establish written rules of conduct for students riding school buses. Such  
rules will include as a minimum, the requirements of WAC 392-145-021 and will be reviewed  
annually by the superintendent and revised if necessary. If the rules are substantially revised,  
they shall be submitted to the board for approval.
At the beginning of each school year, a copy of the rules of conduct for students riding buses  
will be provided to each student who is scheduled to ride a school bus. The classroom teacher  
and/or bus driver will review the rules with the students at or near the beginning of each school  
year. A copy of the rules will be available upon request at the district office.
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Safe Routes to School Plan
Pursuant to WAC 392-151-025, all elementary schools that have students who walk to and from  
school are required to develop a suggested route plan. All schools are encouraged to have a  
walking/biking route plan in place. To develop the school walking/biking route plans, the  
superintendent will establish a Safe Routes to School committee.

The committee will conduct a walking and biking audit within a one-mile radius of the school and  
develop a Safe Routes to School walking/biking map or plan. The plan will recommend the best  
routes for students walking to and from school, as well as the best routes to and from school  bus 
stops. In developing the plan, the committee will consider, at a minimum, the following:

• traffic patterns;
• existing traffic controls;
• existing school patrols;
• limits on the number of school crossings so that students have to move through the  

crossings in groups;
• allowing only one entrance-exit from each block to and from school;
• routes that provide the greatest physical separation between walking children and traffic;
• routes that expose students to the lowest speeds and volumes of moving vehicles; and
• routes that include the fewest number of road or rail crossings;

The superintendent or designee will review the plan with the Safety Advisory Committee and,  
upon its approval, distribute the plan to all students with instructions that it be taken home and  
discussed with parents. The plan will be routinely updated as conditions change. The  
superintendent or designee will include the plan in the district’s School Wellness Plan to  
encourage parents and students who walk and bike to school to use the recommended routes.

Student Safety Walking, Biking, and Riding Buses to School
Administrative Procedure 6605P

Student Conduct on Buses

Any misconduct by a student, which in the opinion of the bus driver or bus supervisor, is  
detrimental to the safe operation of the bus will be sufficient cause for the principal to suspend  
the transportation privilege.

Rules of conduct for students riding buses:

A. Students will obey the driver and any aide assigned to the bus by the district. The driver  
is in full charge of the bus and passengers and will be obeyed. If an aide is assigned to  
the bus by the district, he/she shall be responsible for the safe operation of the bus.  
When transporting classes or teams, the teacher or coach shall be primarily responsible  
for the behavior of the students. Students shall obey both the driver and the teacher,  
coach or other staff member.

B. Students will ride only on their assigned bus unless written permission to do otherwise  
has been received by school officials.

C. Students will not be permitted to leave the bus except at their regular stop unless written  
permission to do otherwise is received by school officials.

D. Students assigned seats will use only that seat unless permission to change is  
authorized by the driver.
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E. Students will observe rules of classroom conduct while riding on buses. Noise will be  
kept down to avoid distracting the driver. Students will refrain from the use of obscene  
language or gestures.

F. Students will not smoke or ignite lighters or matches on buses.
G. Students will not eat on buses, except when specifically authorized and supervised by  

an accompanying teacher, coach or other staff member. Buses shall be kept clean.
H. Students will not open bus windows without the driver's permission.
I. Students will not extend any part of their body out of bus windows at any time.
J. Students will not carry or have in their possession items that can cause injury to  

passengers on the bus. Such items include, but are not limited to, sticks, breakable  
containers, weapons or firearms, straps or pins protruding from clothing, large, bulky  
items which cannot be held or placed between legs, etc. Books and personal belongings  
shall be kept out of aisles.

K. Students will not have animals on buses, except one that is aiding a disabled student.
L. Students will not sit in the driver's seat or to the immediate right or left of the driver.
M. Students will refrain from talking to the driver unless necessary.
N. Students will always go directly to a seat once inside the bus and remain seated unless  

the driver instructs otherwise.
O. Students will get on/off the bus in an orderly manner and will obey the instructions of the

driver or school safety patrol persons on duty. There will be no pushing and shoving
when boarding or leaving the bus. Once off the bus, students will adhere to rules for
pedestrians.

P. Students will never cross the roadway behind a bus unless they use pedestrian  
crosswalks or traffic lights.

Q. Students will stand away from the roadway curb when any bus is approaching or leaving  
a stop.

R. Students going to and from their bus stops where there are no sidewalks will walk on the  
left-hand side of the roadway facing oncoming traffic. Students will go directly to their  
home after leaving the bus.

S. Students will use lap belts on buses when available.
T. Students will follow emergency exit drill procedures as prescribed by the driver.
U. Students will not tamper with emergency doors or equipment.
V. Students will remain quietly seated, not exhibit disruptive behavior and turn off all noise-

making devices at highway rail grade crossings.
W. Parents of students identified as causing damage to buses will be charged with the cost  

of the incurred damage. Students causing the damage may be suspended from
transportation.

X. Student misconduct will constitute sufficient reason for suspending transportation  
privileges.

Disciplinary Procedures
Principals are responsible for correcting students whose abusive behavior results in a bus-
incident report or violates the rules above. The principal shall provide supervision during bus  
arrival and departure times and receive reports (written and oral) from the drivers.
The principal will insure that students comply with the specified regulations. Principals must  
maintain open lines of communication among school officials, bus drivers and the transportation  
department.

When waiting for a bus, or going to and from a bus stop, students are responsible for  
conducting themselves according to the social and legal mores that apply to adults in public.  
That is, they must not abuse or cause damage to private or public property; they must not use
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obscene language or gestures; they must not engage in criminal activity. Failure to adhere to  
these standards may result in formal complaints by citizens which may be forwarded to  
principals for possible corrective action.

Students provided with transportation are responsible for complying with the district's rules of  
conduct for students riding buses. Failure to adhere to these rules, or abusive behavior towards  
the public, driver, fellow passengers or the vehicle constitutes justification for initiating corrective  
action against a student.

Abusive behavior on the part of a student riding a bus may result in a written report when, in the  
opinion of the driver or bus supervisor, there has been an infraction of the rules applicable to  
student conduct. The written report is the primary means by which a driver or bus supervisor  
communicates a student's conduct to the school and transportation department. This report, in  
most cases, reflects an infraction of rules which is repeated by the student after his/her having  
received previous oral warnings from the driver or bus supervisor. In order for drivers and bus  
supervisors to effectively maintain control on their buses, it is expected that action be exercised  
by principals when receiving such a report.

When a student's conduct constitutes an infraction of the rules, the driver or bus supervisor will  
complete a report on the student describing the incident or damage that occurred. The driver or  
bus supervisor will provide the student with a copy of the report, hand the original report to the  
principal and submit a copy to the transportation supervisor. The copy of the report concerning  
special education students shall be given to the principal for disposition.

The principal upon receiving the report will investigate the circumstances surrounding the  
incident and act according to the procedures set forth in the district’s policies pertaining to  
corrective action and punishment. When investigating the incident, the primary concern must  
be with respect to the safe transport of students. Corrective action, if necessary, should be  
consistent throughout the district as follows:

A. Warning: When a student’s misconduct is of a minor nature which does not jeopardize  
the safety or welfare of other students or the operation of the bus.

B. Suspension: When a student’s misconduct is deemed to jeopardize the safety of bus
passengers and operation, or when repeated warning notices fail to correct abusive
behavior, or when a student incurs damage to the bus.

C. Expulsion: When a student's misconduct is of such nature that the safety of the bus
operation and/or of the occupants was willfully and seriously threatened (i.e., student
assaulting the driver).

The action taken by the principal will be annotated on the report and forwarded to the student's  
parent for signature. The transportation department will be notified.

Drivers will be advised to file assault and battery charges against students who physically  
assault them. Under no circumstances will the driver retaliate in kind and physically assault the  
student as this conduct may subject him/her to legal action.

The student or parent of a student who has been suspended from receiving transportation  
entitlements may appeal the principal's decision by submitting a written statement to the  
superintendent. The superintendent will render a decision after evaluating the issues and facts  
involved. If the decision is based on issues unrelated to those described in the district's rules of
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implementation.

Emergencies
The transportation supervisor will review the contents of the School Bus Driver's Handbook with  
each driver prior to the beginning of each school year. Each driver, in turn, is expected to follow  
the procedure as outlined in the handbook. At the start of each field trip or extracurricular trip,  
the school bus driver will review with all passengers the location and use of the emergency  
exits, emergency equipment and any district emergency procedures.
In the event of a collision, the driver will contact the transportation supervisor who will:

A. Determine the nature of the collision;
B. Contact emergency services if there is reason to believe that there are injuries which  

require immediate attention;
C. Contact the state patrol regarding the accident;
D. Advise the superintendent of schools;
E. Investigate the accident and gather the names of all students and witnesses;
F. Dispatch another bus to transport the students to their destinations;
G. Contact the parent(s) or guardian(s) of any students who are injured.

To facilitate the responsibilities assigned to the transportation department, the supervisor, in  
cooperation with the building principals, will compile a list of students, including addresses and  
phone numbers that are authorized to ride each bus route.

Section 6: Technology
Electronic Resources and Internet Safety

Board Policy 2022
The South Kitsap School District Board of Directors recognizes that an effective public  
education system develops students who are globally aware, civically engaged, and capable of  
managing their lives and careers. The board also believes that staff and students need to be  
proficient and safe users of information, media, and technology to succeed in a digital world.

Electronic Resources
The district will develop and use electronic resources as a powerful and compelling means for  
students to learn core subjects and applied skills in relevant and rigorous ways and for staff to  
educate them in such areas of need. It is the district’s goal to provide students with rich and  
ample opportunities to use technology for important purposes in schools just as individuals in  
workplaces and other real-life settings use these tools. The district’s technology will enable  
educators and students to communicate, learn, share, collaborate and create, to think and solve  
problems, to manage their work, and to take ownership of their lives.

The superintendent or designee will: 1) create strong electronic resources and develop related  
educational systems that support innovative teaching and learning; 2) provide appropriate staff  
development opportunities regarding this policy; and 3) develop procedures to support this  
policy. The superintendent or designee is authorized to develop procedures and acceptable use  
guidelines for staff and students as to use of district electronic resources, including those that  
access Internet and social media, and to regulate use of personal electronic resources on  
district property and related to district activities.

48
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Internet Safety
To help ensure student safety and citizenship with electronic resources, all students will be  
educated about Internet safety. This will include appropriate online behavior, including  
interacting with other individuals on social networking websites and in chat rooms, and  
cyber-bullying awareness and response.

To promote Internet safety and appropriate online behavior of students and staff as they use  
electronic resources and access material from the Internet, the superintendent or designee is  
authorized to develop or adopt Internet safety procedures, acceptable use guidelines, and, for  
students, related instructional materials for every grade level. The superintendent or designee in  
evaluating such procedures and instructional materials should take into account District  
electronic resources, community norms, privacy rights, responsible use, and issues of concern  
with student or staff use of electronic resources.

As a component of district Internet safety measures, all district-owned electronic resources,  
including computer networks and Wi-Fi, in all district facilities capable of accessing the Internet  
must use filtering software to prevent access to obscene, racist, hateful or violent material.
However, given the ever-changing nature of the Internet, the district cannot guarantee that a  
student will never be able to access objectionable material.

Further, when students use the Internet from school facilities for educational purposes, district  
staff will make a reasonable effort to supervise student access and use of the internet. If  material 
is accessed that violates district policies, procedures or student guidelines for electronic  
resources or acceptable use, district staff may instruct the person to cease using that material  
and/or implement sanctions consistent with district policies, procedures, guidelines, or student  
codes of conduct.

Administrative Guidelines Technology  
Acceptable Use

Use of our computers is a privilege and should be for school purposes only. Appropriate use of  
the computer and the internet means I WILL:

1. Respect school property by not disrupting, destroying, modifying or  
abusing computer equipment or the network;

2. Not destroy other people’s files with viruses or hacking tools;
3. Only access files that belong to me;
4. Use existing software and not install any other software without  

permission;
5. Use only teacher-approved media or devices;
6. Obey the restrictions of the network filter;
7. Report anything inappropriate to my teacher or another adult  

immediately;
8. Protect myself by not giving out personal information (including my  

password) or leaving my computer unattended;
9. Be a good cyber-citizen and not use the computer to bully, harass or put-

down others;
10. Respect the copyright of software and web sites and not plagiarize the  

works of others.
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I understand that not following any of the above could result in disciplinary action according to  
district policy 2022.

Students and Telecommunication Devices
Board Policy 3245

Students in possession of telecommunications devices, including, but not limited to, pagers,  
beepers and cellular phones, while on school property or while attending school-sponsored or  
school-related activities will observe the following conditions:

A. Telecommunication devices will be turned on and operated only before and after the  
regular school day and during the student’s lunch break, unless an emergency situation  
exists that involves imminent physical danger, or a school administrator authorizes the  
student to use the device;

B. Students will not use telecommunication devices in a manner that poses a threat to  
academic integrity, disrupts the learning environment or violates the privacy rights of  
others;

C. Students will not send, share, view or possess pictures, text messages, emails or other  
material depicting sexually explicit conduct, as defined in RCW 9.68A.011, in electronic  
or any other form on a cell phone or other electronic device, while the student is on  
school grounds, at school sponsored events or on school buses or vehicles provided by  
the district;

D. When a school official has reasonable suspicion, based on objective and articulable  
facts, that a student is using a telecommunications device in a manner that violates the  
law or school rules, the official may confiscate the device, which will only be returned to  
the student’s parent or legal guardian;

E. By bringing a cell phone or other electronic devices to school or school-sponsored  
events, the student and their parent/guardian consent to the search of the device when  
school officials have a reasonable suspicion, based on objective and articulable facts,  
that such a search will reveal a violation of the law or school rules. The scope of the  
search will be limited to the violation of which the student is accused. Content or images  
that violate state or federal laws will be referred to law enforcement;

F. Students are responsible for devices they bring to school. The district will not be  
responsible for loss, theft or destruction of devices brought onto school property or to  
school sponsored events;

G. Students will comply with any additional rules developed by the school concerning the  
appropriate use of telecommunication or other electronic devices; and

H. Students who violate this policy will be subject to disciplinary action, including  
suspension or expulsion.

Section 7: Attendance
Excused and Unexcused Absences

Board Policy 3122

Excused and Unexcused Absences
Students are expected to attend all assigned classes each day. Upon enrollment and at the  
beginning of each school year, the district shall inform students and their parents/guardians of  
this expectation, the benefits of regular school attendance, the consequences of truancy, the  
role and responsibility of the district in regard to truancy, and resources available to assist the

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=9.68A.011
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student and their parents and guardians in correcting truancy. The district will also make this
information available online and will take reasonable steps to ensure parents can request and
be provided such information in languages in which they are fluent. Parents will be required to
date and acknowledge review of this information online or in writing.

Excused Absences
Regular school attendance is necessary for mastery of the educational program provided to  
students of the district. At times, students may be appropriately absent from class. School staff  
will keep a record of absence and tardiness, including a record of excuse statements submitted  
by a parent/guardian, or in certain cases, students, to document a student’s excused absences.  
The following principles will govern the development and administration of attendance  
procedures within the district:

A. The following are valid excuses for absences:

1. Participation in a district or school approved activity or instructional program;

2. Illness, health condition or medical appointment (including, but not limited to,  
medical, counseling, dental or optometry);

3. Family emergency, including, but not limited to, a death or illness in the family;

4. Religious or cultural purpose including observance of a religious or cultural  
holiday or participation in religious or cultural instruction;

5. Court, judicial proceeding or serving on a jury;

6. Post-secondary, technical school or apprenticeship program visitation, or  
scholarship interview;

7. State-recognized search and rescue activities consistent with RCW 28A.225.055;

8. Absence directly related to the student’s homeless status;

9. Absence resulting from a disciplinary/corrective action. (e.g., short-term or long-
term suspension, emergency expulsion); and

10. Principal (or designee) and parent, guardian, or emancipated youth mutually  
agreed upon approved activity.

The school principal (or designee) has the authority to determine if an absence meets the above  
criteria for an excused absence.

A. If an absence is excused, the student will be permitted to make up all missed  
assignments outside of class under reasonable conditions and time limits established by  
the appropriate teacher; except that in participation-type classes, a student's grade may  
be affected because of the student's inability to make up the activities conducted during  
a class period.

B. An excused absence will be verified by a parent/guardian or an adult, emancipated or  
appropriately aged student, or school authority responsible for the absence. If
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attendance is taken electronically, either for a course conducted online or for students  
physically within the district, an absence will default to unexcused until such time as an  
excused absence may be verified by a parent or other responsible adult. If a student is  
to be released for health care related to family planning or abortion, the student may  
require that the district keep the information confidential. Students thirteen and older  
have the right to keep information about drug, alcohol or mental health treatment  
confidential. Students fourteen and older have the same confidentiality rights regarding  
HIV and sexually transmitted diseases.

Unexcused Absences
A. Any absence from school for the majority of hours or periods in an average school day is  

unexcused unless it meets one of the criteria above for an excused absence.

B. As a means of instilling values of responsibility and personal accountability, a student  
whose absence is not excused will experience the consequences of his/her absence. A  
student's grade may be affected if a graded activity or assignment occurs during the  
period of time when the student is absent.

C. The school will notify a student’s parent or guardian in writing or by telephone whenever  
the student has failed to attend school after one unexcused absence within any month  
during the current school year. The notification will include the potential consequences of  
additional unexcused absences.

D. A conference with the parent or guardian will be held after three unexcused absences  
within any month during the current school year. A student may be suspended or  
expelled for habitual truancy. Prior to suspension or expulsion, the parent will be notified  
in writing in his/her primary language that the student has unexcused absences. A  
conference will be scheduled to determine what corrective measures should be taken to  
ameliorate the cause for the student's absences from school. If the parent does not  
attend the conference, the conference may be conducted with the student and a school  
official. However, parent will be notified of the steps the district has decided to take to  
eliminate or reduce the student’s absences.

E. Not later than the student’s fifth unexcused absence in a month the district will enter into  
an agreement with the student and parents that establishes school attendance  
requirements, refer the student to a community truancy board or file a petition and  
affidavit with the juvenile court alleging a violation of RCW 28A.225.010.

F. If such action is not successful, the district will file a petition and affidavit with the juvenile  
court alleging a violation of RCW 28A.225.010 by the parent, student or parent and  
student no later than the seventh unexcused absence within any month during
the current school year or upon the tenth unexcused absence during the current school  
year.

G. All suspensions and/or expulsions will be reported in writing to the superintendent within  
24 hours after imposition.

The superintendent will enforce the district's attendance policies and procedures. Because the  
full knowledge and cooperation of students and parents are necessary for the success of the  
policies and procedures, procedures will be disseminated broadly and made available to  
parents and students annually.
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Students dependent pursuant to Chapter 13.34, RCW
A school district representative or certificated staff member will review unexpected or excessive  
absences of a student who has been found dependent under the Juvenile Court Act with that  
student and adults involved with that student. Adults includes the student’s caseworker,  
educational liaison, attorney if one is appointed, parent or guardians, foster parents and/or the  
person providing placement for the student. The review will take into consideration the cause of  
the absences, unplanned school transitions, periods of running from care, in-patient treatment,  
incarceration, school adjustment, educational gaps, psychosocial issues, and the student’s  
unavoidable appointments that occur during the school day. The representative or staff member  
must proactively support the student’s management of their school work.

Excused and Unexcused Absences
Administrative Procedure 3122P

Excused absences
The following are valid excuses for absences and tardiness. Assignments and/or activities not  
completed because of an excused absence or tardiness may be made up in the manner  
provided by the teacher.

1. Participation in school-approved activity or instructional program. To be  
excused this absence must be authorized by a staff member and the affected  
teacher must be notified prior to the absence unless it is clearly impossible to do  
so.

2. Absence due to: illness, health condition, family emergency or religious  
purposes; court, judicial proceeding or serving on a jury; post-secondary,  
technical school or apprenticeship program visitation, or scholarship interview;  
State recognized search and rescue activities consistent with RCW 28A.225.055;  
and directly related to the student’s homeless status.

When possible, the parent/guardian is expected to notify the school office on the  
morning of the absence by phone, e-mail or written note and to provide the  
excuse for the absence. If no excuse is provided with the notification, or no  
notification is provided, the parent/guardian will submit an excuse via phone, e-
mail or written note upon the student’s return to school. Adult students (those  
over eighteen) and emancipated students (those over sixteen who have been  
emancipated by court action) will notify the school office of their absences with a  
signed note of explanation. Students fourteen years old or older who are absent  
from school due to testing or treatment for a sexually transmitted disease will  
notify the school of their absence with a note of explanation, which will be kept  
confidential. Students thirteen years and older may do the same for mental  
health, drug or alcohol treatment; and all students have that right for family  
planning and abortion.

A parent/guardian may request that a student be excused from attending school  
in observance of a religious holiday. In addition, a student, upon the request of  
his/her parent, may be excused for a portion of a school day to participate in  
religious instruction provided such is not conducted on school property. A  
student shall be allowed one makeup day for each day of absence.
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3. Absence for parental-approved activities. This category of absence will be  
counted as excused for purposes agreed to by the principal and the  
parent/guardian. An absence may not be approved if it causes a serious adverse  
effect on the student's educational progress. In participation-type classes (e.g.,  
certain music and physical education classes) the student may not be able to  
achieve the objectives of the unit of instruction as a result of absence from class.  
In such a case, a parent or guardian-approved absence would have an adverse  
effect on the student's educational progress which would ultimately be reflected  
in the grade for such a course. A student, upon the request of his/her  
parent/guardian, may be excused for a portion of a school day to participate in  
religious instruction provided such is not conducted on school property or  
otherwise involves the school to any degree.

4. Absence resulting from disciplinary actions — or short-term suspension.  
As required by law, students who are removed from a class or classes as a  
disciplinary measure or students who have been placed on short-term  
suspension will have the right to make up assignments or exams missed during  
the time they were denied entry to the classroom if the effect of the missed  
assignments shall be a substantial lowering of the course grade.

5. Extended illness or health condition. If a student is confined to home or  
hospital for an extended period, the school will arrange for the accomplishment  
of assignments at the place of confinement whenever practical. If the student is  
unable to do his/her schoolwork, or if there are major requirements of a  
particular course which cannot be accomplished outside of class the student  
may be required to take an incomplete or withdraw from the class without  
penalty.

6. Excused absence for chronic health condition. Students with a chronic  
health condition which interrupts regular attendance may qualify for placement  
in a limited attendance and participation program. The student and his/her  
parent will apply to the principal or counselor, and a limited program will be  
written following the advice and recommendations of the student's medical  
advisor. The recommended limited program will be approved by the principal.  
Staff will be informed of the student's needs, though the confidentiality of  
medical information will be respected at the parent's request.

Required conference for elementary school students
If an elementary school student has five or more excused absences in a single month during  
the current school year or ten or more excused absences in the current school year, the district  
will schedule a conference with the student and their parents(s) at a reasonable convenient  time. 
The conference is intended to identify barriers to the student’s regular attendance and to  identify 
supports and resources, so the student may regularly attend school.

The conference must include at least one school district employee, preferably a nurse,  
counselor, social worker, teacher of community human service provider, and may occur on the  
same day as the scheduled parent-teacher conference, provided it takes place within thirty days  
of the absences. If the student has an Individualized Education Program or a Section 504 Plan,  
the team that created that program must reconvene. A conference is not required if prior notice
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of the excused absences was provided to the district or if a doctor’s note has been provided and  
a plan is in place to ensure the student will not fall behind in their coursework.

Unexcused Absences
An “unexcused absence” means that a student has failed to attend the majority of hours or  
periods in an average school day, has failed to comply with a more restrictive school district  
policy on absences, or has failed to comply with alternative learning experience program  
attendance requirements.

Unexcused absences occur when:

1. The parent, guardian or adult student submits an excuse that does not meet the  
definition of an excused absence as defined above; or

2. The parent, guardian or adult student fails to submit any type of excuse statement,  
whether by phone, e-mail or in writing, for an absence.

Each unexcused absence within any month of the current school year will be followed by a  
letter or phone call to the parent informing them of the consequences of additional unexcused  
absences. The school will make reasonable efforts to provide this information in a language in  
which that parent is fluent. A student's grade will not be affected if no graded activity is missed  
during such an absence.

After three unexcused absences within any month of the current school year, a  
conference will be held between the principal, student and parent to analyze the causes of the  
student’s absenteeism. If a regularly scheduled parent-teacher conference is scheduled to take  
place within thirty days of the third unexcused absence, the district may schedule the  
attendance conference on the same day. If the parent/guardian does not attend the scheduled  
conference, the conference may be conducted with the student and principal. However, the  
parent will be notified of the steps to be taken to eliminate or reduce the student’s absences.

At some point after the second and before the fifth unexcused absence, the district will  
take data-informed steps to eliminate or reduce the student’s absences. In middle school and  
high school, these steps will include application of the Washington Assessment of the Risks and  
Needs of Students (WARNS) or other assessment by the district’s designated employee.

For any student with an existing Individualized Education Program (IEP) or Section 504 Plan,  
these steps will include convening the student’s IEP team or Section 504 team, including a  
behavior specialist or mental health specialist where appropriate, to consider the reasons for the  
student’s absences. If necessary, and if the student’s parent gives consent, the district will  
conduct a functional behavior assessment and will compete a detailed behavior plan to explore  
the function of the absence behavior.

For any student who does not have an IEP or Section 504 Plan, but who is reasonably believed  
to have a mental or physical disability or impairment, these steps will include informing the  
student’s parent/guardian of the right to obtain an appropriate evaluation at no cost to the parent  
to determine whether the student has a disability or impairment and needs accommodations,  
special education services, or related services. This includes students with suspected  emotional 
or behavioral disabilities. If the school obtains consent to conduct an evaluation, time  should be 
allowed for the evaluation to be completed, and if the student is found to be eligible
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for accommodations, special education services, or related services, a plan will be developed to  
address the student’s needs.

The district will designate a staff member to apply WARNS and, where appropriate, provide the  
student with best practice or research-based interventions consistent with WARNS. As  
appropriate, the district will also consider:

• adjusting the student’s course assignments;
• providing the student more individualized instruction;
• providing appropriate vocational courses or work experience;
• requiring the student to attend an alternative school or program;
• assisting the parent or student to obtain supplementary services; or
• referring the student to a community truancy board.

Transfers
In the case of a student who transfers from one district to another during the school year, the  
sending district will provide to the receiving district, together with a copy of the WARNS  
assessment and any interventions previously provided to the student, the most recent truancy  
information for that student. The information will include the online or written acknowledgement  
by the parent and student. The sending district will use the standard choice transfer form for  
releasing a student to a nonresident school district for the purposes of accessing an alternative  
learning experience program.

Not later than a student’s fifth unexcused absence in a month, the district will:
a. enter into an agreement with the student and parents/guardians that establishes  

school attendance requirements;
b. refer the student to a community truancy board; or
c. file a petition to juvenile court (see below).

Community Truancy Board
A “community truancy board” means a board established pursuant to a memorandum of  
understanding (MOU) between a juvenile court and the school district and composed of  
members of the local community in which the student attends school. The district will enter into  
an MOU with the juvenile court in Kitsap County to establish a community truancy board prior to  
the 2017-2018 school year.

The district will designate and identify to the juvenile court (and update as necessary) and to the  
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction a staff member to coordinate district efforts to  
address excessive absenteeism and truancy, including outreach and conferences, coordinating  
the MOU, establishing protocols and procedures with the court, coordinating trainings, sharing  
evidence-based and culturally appropriate promising practices. The district will also identify a  
person within each school to serve as a contact regarding excessive absenteeism and truancy  
and assisting in the recruitment of community truancy board members.

Not later than a student’s seventh unexcused absence within any month during the current  
school year, or a tenth unexcused absence during the current school year, if the district’s  
attempts to substantially reduce a student’s absences have not been successful and if the  
student is under the age of seventeen, the district will file a petition and supporting affidavit for a  
civil action in juvenile court.



Petition to juvenile court
The petition will contain the following:

1. A statement that the student has unexcused absences in the current  
school year;

2. An attestation that actions taken by the school district have not been successful in  
substantially reducing the student’s absences from school;

3. A statement that court intervention and supervision are necessary to assist the  
school district to reduce the student’s absences from school;

4. A statement that RCW 28A.225.010 has been violated by the parent, student or  
parent and student;

5. The student’s name, date of birth, school, address, gender, race, and ethnicity; and  
the names and addresses of the student’s parents/guardians, whether the student  
and parent are fluent in English, whether there is an existing individualized education  
program (IEP), and the student’s current academic status in school;

6. A list of all interventions that have been attempted, a copy of any previous truancy  
assessment completed by the student’s current school district, the history of app  
roved best practices intervention or research-based intervention(s) previously pro-
vided to the student by the district, and a copy of the most recent truancy information  
document provided to the parent;

7. Facts that support the above allegations.

Petitions may be served by certified mail, return receipt requested, but if such service is  
unsuccessful, personal service is required. At the district’s choice, it may be represented by a  
person who is not an attorney at hearings related to truancy petitions.

If the allegations in the petition are established by a preponderance of the evidence, the court  
shall grant the petition and enter an order assuming jurisdiction to intervene for a period of time  
determined by the court, after considering the facts alleged in the petition and the circumstances  
of the student, to most likely cause the student to return to and remain in school while the  
student is subject to the court’s jurisdiction.

If the court assumes jurisdiction, the school district will periodically report to the court any  
additional unexcused absences by the student, actions taken by the school district, and an  
update on the student’s academic status in school at a schedule specified by the court. The first  
report must be received no later than three (3) months from the date that the court assumes  
jurisdiction.

All sanctions imposed for failure to comply with the attendance policies and procedures will be  
implemented in conformance with state and district regulations regarding discipline or corrective  
action. (See WSSDA policy 3241, Classroom Management, Discipline and Corrective Action.)

Section 8
Placement Qualifications of Attendance and Placement

Board Policy 3110
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A. Age of Admission
It is a right and responsibility of those who meet the requirements prescribed by law to attend  
the schools of the district. Every resident of the district who satisfies the minimum entry age  
requirement and is less than 21 years of age has the right to attend the district’s schools until  
he/she completes high school graduation requirements. Children of age 8 and less than age 18  
are required by law to attend a public school, an approved private school or educational center,  
unless they are receiving approved home-based instruction. Under certain circumstances  
children who are at least 16 and less than 18 years of age may be excused from further  
attendance at school. The superintendent will exercise his/her authority to grant exceptions  
when he/she determines that the student:

1. Is lawfully and regularly employed, and

2. Has permission of a parent, or,

3. Is emancipated pursuant to Chapter 13.64 RCW; or

4. Is subject to one of the other exceptions to compulsory attendance.

A resident student who has been granted an exception retains the right to enroll as a part-time  
student and will be entitled to take any course, receive any ancillary services and take or  
receive any combination of courses and ancillary services which is offered by a public school to  
full-time students.

B. Entrance Qualifications
To be admitted to a kindergarten program that commences in the fall of the year, a child must  
be not less than 5 years of age prior to September l of that school year. To be admitted to a  
first-grade program that commences in the fall of the year a child must be not less than 6 years
of age prior to September l of that school year. Any student not otherwise eligible for entry to the
first grade who has successfully completed a state-approved, public or private, kindergarten  
program of 450 or more hours including instruction in the essential academic learning  
requirements and other subjects that the district determines are appropriate will be permitted  
entry into the first-grade program. If necessary, the student may be placed in a temporary  
classroom assignment for the purposes of evaluation prior to making a final determination of the  
student’s appropriate placement. Such determination will be made no later than the 30th  
calendar day following the student’s first day of attendance.
Exemptions
Special exemptions may be made for younger pupils who appear to be sufficiently advanced to  
succeed in the educational program. The superintendent will identify screening processes and  
instruments that will provide reliable estimates of these skills and abilities, develop procedures  
for implementing this policy and establish fees to cover expenses incurred in the administration  
of preadmission screening processes. The district will provide a fee waiver or a reduction in fees  
for low income students whose parents are unable to pay the full cost of preadmission  
screening.

C. Admission of Students Aged Twenty-One or Older
A student aged 21 or older may enroll in a school in the district under the following conditions:

1. There is available space in the school and program which the student will attend;

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=13.64
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2. Tuition is prepaid;

3. The student provides his/her own transportation;

4. The student resides in the state of Washington; and

5. In the judgment of the superintendent, no adult education program is available at  
reasonable costs and the district’s program is appropriate to the needs of the  
student.

D. Placement of Students on Admission
The decision of where to place a student seeking admission to the district rests with the  
principal. Generally, students meeting the age of admission requirements or transferring from  
a public or approved private school will be placed in kindergarten or first grade, or the grade  
from which they transferred. The principal will evaluate the educational record and  
assessments of all other students to determine their appropriate placement. A temporary  
classroom assignment may be made for no more than thirty calendar days for the purpose of  
evaluation prior to making the final placement decision.

Section 9
Prohibition of Harassment, Intimidation and Bullying

Board Policy 3207

The board is committed to a safe and civil educational environment for all students, employees,  
parents/legal guardians, volunteers and community members that is free from harassment,  
intimidation or bullying. “Harassment, intimidation or bullying” means any intentionally written  
message or image — including those that are electronically transmitted — verbal, or physical  
act, including but not limited to one shown to be motivated by race, color, religion, ancestry,  
national origin, gender, sexual orientation including gender expression or identity, mental or  
physical disability or other distinguishing characteristics, when an act:

A. Physically harms a student or damages the student’s property;

B. Has the effect of substantially interfering with a student’s education;

C. Is so severe, persistent or pervasive that it creates an intimidating or threatening  
educational environment; or

D. Has the effect of substantially disrupting the orderly operation of the school.

Nothing in this section requires the affected student to actually possess a characteristic that is a  
basis for the harassment, intimidation or bullying.

“Other distinguishing characteristics” can include but are not limited to physical appearance,  
clothing or other apparel, socioeconomic status and weight.

“Intentional acts” refers to the individual’s choice to engage in the act rather than the ultimate  
impact of the action(s).
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Behaviors/Expressions
Harassment, intimidation or bullying can take many forms including, but not limited to, slurs,  
rumors, jokes, innuendoes, demeaning comments, drawings, cartoons, pranks, gestures,  
physical attacks, threats or other written, oral, physical or electronically transmitted messages or  
images.

This policy is not intended to prohibit expression of religious, philosophical, or political views,  
provided that the expression does not substantially disrupt the educational environment. Many  
behaviors that do not rise to the level of harassment, intimidation or bullying may still be  
prohibited by other district policies or building, classroom or program rules.

Training
This policy is a component of the district’s responsibility to create and maintain a safe, civil,  
respectful and inclusive learning community and will be implemented in conjunction with  
comprehensive training of staff and volunteers.

Prevention
The district will provide students with strategies aimed at preventing harassment, intimidation
and bullying. In its efforts to train students, the district will seek partnerships with families, law
enforcement and other community agencies.

Interventions
Interventions are designed to remediate the impact on the targeted student(s) and others  
impacted by the violation, to change the behavior of the perpetrator, and to restore a positive  
school climate.
The district will consider the frequency of incidents, developmental age of the student, and
severity of the conduct in determining intervention strategies. Interventions will range from  
counseling, correcting behavior and discipline, to law enforcement referrals.

Students with Individual Education Plans or Section 504 Plans
If allegations are proven that a student with an Individual Education Plan (IEP) or Section 504  
Plan has been the target of harassment, intimidation or bullying, the school will convene the  
student’s IEP or Section 504 team to determine whether the incident had an impact on the  
student’s ability to receive a free, appropriate public education (FAPE). The meeting should  
occur regardless of whether the harassment, intimidation or bullying incident was based on the  
student’s disability. During the meeting, the team will evaluate issues such as the student’s  
academic performance, behavioral issues, attendance, and participation in extracurricular  
activities. If a determination is made that the student is not receiving a FAPE as a result of the  
harassment, intimidation or bullying incident, the district will provide additional services and  
supports as deemed necessary, such as counseling, monitoring and/or reevaluation or revision  
of the student’s IEP or Section 504 plan, to ensure the student receives a FAPE.

Retaliation/False Allegations
Retaliation is prohibited and will result in appropriate discipline. It is a violation of this policy to  
threaten or harm someone for reporting harassment, intimidation, or bullying.

It is also a violation of district policy to knowingly report false allegations of harassment,  
intimidation, and bullying. Students or employees will not be disciplined for making a report in  
good faith. However, persons found to knowingly report or corroborate false allegations will be  
subject to appropriate discipline.
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Compliance Officer
The superintendent will appoint a compliance officer as the primary district contact to receive  
copies of all formal and informal complaints and ensure policy implementation. The name and  
contact information for the compliance officer will be communicated throughout the district.

The superintendent is authorized to direct the implementation of procedures addressing the  
elements of this policy.

Prohibition of Harassment, Intimidation and Bullying
Administrative Procedure 3207P

A. Introduction
The South Kitsap School District strives to provide students with optimal conditions for learning  
by maintaining a school environment where everyone is treated with respect and no one is  
physically or emotionally harmed.

In order to ensure respect and prevent harm, it is a violation of district policy for a student to be  
harassed, intimidated, or bullied by others in the school community, at school sponsored events,  
or when such actions create a substantial disruption to the educational process. The school  
community includes all students, school employees, school board members, contractors, unpaid  
volunteers, families, patrons, and other visitors. Student(s) will not be harassed because of their  
race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, including gender  
expression or identity, mental or physical disability, or other distinguishing characteristics.

Any school staff who observes, overhears, or otherwise witnesses harassment, intimidation or
bullying or to whom such actions have been reported must take prompt and appropriate action
to stop the harassment and to prevent its reoccurrence.

B. Definitions
Aggressor means a student, staff member, or other member of the school community who  
engages in the harassment, intimidation or bullying of a student.

Harassment, intimidation or bullying means an intentional electronic, written, verbal, or  
physical act that:

1. Physically harms a student or damages the student’s property;

2. Has the effect of substantially interfering with a student’s education;

3. Is so severe, persistent, or pervasive that it creates an intimidating or threatening  
educational environment; or

4. Has the effect of substantially disrupting the orderly operation of the school?

Conduct that is “substantially interfering with a student’s education” will be determined by  
considering a targeted student’s grades, attendance, demeanor, interaction with peers,  
participation in activities, and other indicators.

Conduct that may rise to the level of harassment, intimidation and bullying may take many
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forms, including, but not limited to: slurs, rumors, jokes, innuendoes, demeaning comments,  
drawings, cartoons, pranks, ostracism, physical attacks or threats, gestures, or acts relating to  
an individual or group whether electronic, written, oral, or physically transmitted messages or  
images. There is no requirement that the targeted student actually possess the characteristic  
that is the basis for the harassment, intimidation or bullying.

Incident Reporting Forms may be used by students, families, or staff to report incidents of  
harassment, intimidation or bullying. A sample form is provided on the Office of Superintendent  
of Public Instruction’s (OSPI) School Safety Center website:  
www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/BullyingHarassment/default.aspx.

Retaliation occurs an aggressor harasses, intimidates, or bullies a student who has reported  
incidents of bullying.

Staff includes, but is not limited to, educators, administrators, counselors, school nurses,  
cafeteria workers, custodians, bus drivers, athletic coaches, advisors to extracurricular activities,  
classified staff, substitute and temporary teachers, volunteers, or paraprofessionals (both  
employees and contractors).

Targeted Student means a student against whom harassment, intimidation or bullying has  
allegedly been perpetrated.

C. Relationship to Other Laws
This procedure applies only to RCW 28A.300.285 – Harassment, Intimidation and Bullying
prevention. There are other laws and procedures to address related issues such as sexual
harassment or discrimination.

At least four Washington laws may apply to harassment or discrimination:

1. RCW 28A.300.285 – Harassment, Intimidation and Bullying

2. RCW 28A.640.020 – Sexual Harassment

3. RCW 28A.642 – Prohibition of Discrimination in Public Schools

4. RCW 49.60.010 – The Law Against Discrimination

The district will ensure its compliance with all state laws regarding harassment, intimidation or  
bullying. Nothing in this procedure prevents a student, parent/guardian, school or district from  
taking action to remediate harassment or discrimination based on a person’s gender or  
membership in a legally protected class under local, state, or federal law.

D. Prevention

1. Dissemination
In each school and on the district’s website the district will prominently post information  
on reporting harassment, intimidation and bullying; the name and contact information for  
making a report to a school administrator; and the name and contact information for the  
district compliance officer. The district’s policy and procedure will be available in each  
school in a language that families can understand.

http://www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/BullyingHarassment/default.aspx
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=28A.300.285
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=28A.300.285
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=28A.300.285
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=28A.640.020
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=28A.642
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=49.60.010
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Annually, the superintendent will ensure that a statement summarizing the policy and  
procedure is provided in student, staff, volunteer, and parent handbooks, is available in  
school and district offices and/or hallways, or is posted on the district’s website.

Additional distribution of the policy and procedure is subject to the requirements of  
Washington Administrative Code 392-400-226.

2. Education
Annually students will receive age-appropriate information on the recognition and  
prevention of harassment, intimidation or bullying at student orientation sessions and on  
other appropriate occasions. The information will include a copy of the Incident Reporting  
Form or a link to a web-based form.

3. Training
Staff will receive annual training on the school district’s policy and procedure, including  
staff roles and responsibilities, how to monitor common areas and the use of the district’s  
Incident Reporting Form.

4. Prevention Strategies
The district will implement a range of prevention strategies including individual,  
classroom, school, and district-level approaches.

Whenever possible, the district will implement evidence-based prevention programs that  
are designed to increase social competency, improve school climate, and eliminate  
harassment, intimidation and bullying in schools.

E. Compliance Officer
The district compliance officer will:

1. Serve as the district’s primary contact for harassment, intimidation and bullying. If the  
allegations in a written report of harassment, intimidation or bullying indicate a potential  
violation of Policy 3207, the district staff member who receives the report must promptly  
notify the district compliance officer. During the course of an investigation of harassment,  
intimidation or bullying, if the district becomes aware of a potential violation of Policy  
3207, the district investigator must promptly notify the compliance officer. In response,  the 
compliance officer must notify the complainant that their complaint will proceed under  the 
discrimination complaint procedure in WAC 392-190-065 through 392-190-075. The  
investigation and response timeline begin when the school district knows or should have  
known that a written report of harassment, intimidation or bullying involves allegations  
that the school district has violated its Policy 3207;

2. Provide support and assistance to the principal or designee in resolving complaints;

3. Receive copies of all Incident Reporting Forms, discipline Referral Forms, and letters to  
parents providing the outcomes of investigations. If a written report of harassment,  
intimidation or bullying indicates a potential violation of the district’s nondiscrimination  
policy [Policy 3210], the compliance officer must promptly notify the district’s civil rights  
compliance coordinator;

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=392-400-226
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4. Be familiar with the use of the student information system. The compliance officer may  
use this information to identify patterns of behavior and areas of concern;

5. Ensure implementation of the policy and procedure by overseeing the investigative  
processes, including ensuring that investigations are prompt, impartial, and thorough;

6. Assess the training needs of staff and students to ensure successful implementation  
throughout the district, and ensure staff receive annual fall training;

7. Provide the OSPI School Safety Center with notification of policy or procedure updates or  
changes on an annual basis; and

8. In cases where, despite school efforts, a targeted student experiences harassment,  
intimidation or bullying that threatens the student’s health and safety, the compliance  
officer will facilitate a meeting between district staff and the child’s parents/guardians to  
develop a safety plan to protect the student. A sample student safety plan is available on  
the OSPI website: www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/default.aspx.

F. Staff Intervention
All staff members will intervene when witnessing or receiving reports of harassment, intimidation  
or bullying. Minor incidents that staff are able to resolve immediately, or incidents that do not  
meet the definition of harassment, intimidation or bullying, may require no further action under  
this procedure.

G. Filing an Incident Reporting Form
Any student who believes he or she has been the target of unresolved, severe, or persistent  
harassment, intimidation or bullying, or any other person in the school community who observes  
or receives notice that a student has or may have been the target of unresolved, severe, or  
persistent harassment, intimidation or bullying may report incidents verbally or in writing to any  
staff member. If the allegations in a written report of harassment, intimidation or bullying indicate  
a potential violation of this procedure, the district employee who receives the report must  
promptly notifies the HIB compliance officer. Alternatively, during the course of an investigation,  
if the district becomes aware of a potential violation of this procedure, the district employee  
investigating the report must promptly notify the HIB compliance officer.

Upon receipt of this information, the HIB compliance officer must notify the complainant that  
their complaint will proceed under the discrimination complaint procedure in WAC 392-190-065  
through WAC 392-190-075. The investigation and response timeline set forth in WAC 392-190-
065 begins when the district knows or should have known that a written report of harassment,  
intimidation or bullying involves allegations that the district has violated this procedure, or the  
guidelines adopted under WAC 392-190-059 or 392-190-005

H. Addressing Bullying – Reports

Step 1: Filing an Incident Reporting Form
In order to protect a targeted student from retaliation, a student need not reveal his identity on
an Incident Reporting Form. The form may be filed anonymously, confidentially, or the student
may choose to disclose his or her identity (non-confidential).

Status of Reporter

http://www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/default.aspx
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1. Anonymous
Individuals may file a report without revealing their identity. No disciplinary action will be  
taken against an alleged aggressor based solely on an anonymous report. Schools may  
identify complaint boxes or develop other methods for receiving anonymous, unsigned  
reports. Possible responses to an anonymous report include enhanced monitoring of  
specific locations at certain times of day or increased monitoring of specific students or  
staff. (Example: An unsigned Incident Reporting Form dropped on a teacher’s desk led to  
the increased monitoring of the boys’ locker room in 5th period.

2. Confidential
Individuals may ask that their identities be kept secret from the accused and other  
students. Like anonymous reports, no disciplinary action will be taken against an alleged  
aggressor based solely on a confidential report. (Example: A student tells a playground  
supervisor about a classmate being bullied but asks that nobody know who reported the  
incident. The supervisor says, “I won’t be able to punish the bullies unless you or  
someone else who saw it is willing to let me use their names, but I can start hanging out  
near the basketball court, if that would help.”)

3. Non-confidential
Individuals may agree to file a report non-confidentially. Complainants agreeing to make  
their complaint non-confidential will be informed that due process requirements may  
require that the district release all of the information that it has regarding the complaint to  
any individuals involved in the incident, but that even then, information will still be  
restricted to those with a need to know, both during and after the investigation. The  
district will, however, fully implement the anti-retaliation provision of this policy and  
procedure to protect complainants and witnesses.

Step 2: Receiving an Incident Reporting Form
All staff are responsible for receiving oral and written reports. Whenever possible staff who  
initially receive an oral or written report of harassment, intimidation or bullying will attempt to  
resolve the incident immediately. If the incident is resolved to the satisfaction of the parties  
involved, or if the incident does not meet the definition of harassment, intimidation or bullying,  
no further action may be necessary under this procedure.

All reports of unresolved, severe, or persistent harassment, intimidation or bullying will be
recorded on a district Incident Reporting Form and submitted to the principal or designee,
unless the principal or designee is the subject of the complaint.

Step 3: Investigations of Unresolved, Severe, or Persistent Harassment, Intimidation and  
Bullying
All reports of unresolved, severe, or persistent harassment, intimidation or bullying will be
investigated with reasonable promptness. Any student may have a trusted adult with them  
throughout the report and investigation process.

1. Upon receipt of the Incident Reporting Form that alleges unresolved, severe, or  
persistent harassment, intimidation or bullying, the school or district designee will begin  
the investigation. If there is potential for clear and immediate physical harm to the  
complainant, the district will immediately contact law enforcement and inform the  
parent/guardian.
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2. During the investigation, the district will take reasonable measures to ensure that no  
further incidents of harassment, intimidation or bullying occur between the complainant  
and the alleged aggressor. If necessary, the district will implement a safety plan for the  
student(s) involved. The plan may include changing seating arrangements for the  
complainant and/or the alleged aggressor in the classroom, at lunch, or on the bus;  
identifying a staff member who will act as a safe person for the complainant; altering the  
alleged aggressor’s schedule and access to the complainant, and other measures.

If, during the course of an investigation, the district employee conducting the investigation  
becomes aware of a potential violation of the district’s nondiscrimination policy [Policy  
3210], the investigator will promptly notify the district’s civil rights compliance officer.
Upon receipt of this information, the civil rights compliance officer must notify the
complainant that their complaint will proceed under the discrimination complaint  
procedure in WAC 392-190-066 through WAC 392-190-075 as well as the HIB complaint  
procedure. The notice must be provided in a language that the complainant can  
understand. The investigation and response timeline for the discrimination complaint  
procedure will follow that set forth in WAC 392-190-065 and begins when the district  
knows or should have known that a written report of harassment, intimidation or bullying  
involves allegations of a violation of the district’s nondiscrimination policy.

3. Within two (2) school days after receiving the Incident Reporting Form, the school  
designee will notify the families of the students involved that a complaint was received  
and direct the families to the district’s policy and procedure on harassment, intimidation  
and bullying.

4. In rare cases, where after consultation with the student and appropriate staff (such as a  
psychologist, counselor, or social worker) the district has evidence that it would threaten  
the health and safety of the complainant or the alleged aggressor to involve his or her  
parent/guardian, the district may initially refrain from contacting the parent/guardian in its  
investigation of harassment, intimidation and bullying. If professional school personnel  
suspect that a student is subject to abuse and neglect, they must follow district policy for  
reporting suspected cases to Child Protective Services.

5. The investigation will include, at a minimum:

a. An interview with the complainant;

b. An interview with the alleged aggressor;

c. A review of any previous complaints involving either the complainant or  
the alleged aggressor; and

d. Interviews with other students or staff members who may have knowledge  
of the alleged incident.

6. The principal or designee may determine that other steps must be taken before the  
investigation is complete.

7. The investigation will be completed as soon as practicable but generally no later than five
(5) school days from the initial complaint or report. If more time is needed to complete an  
investigation, the district will provide the parent/guardian and/or the student with weekly
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updates.

8. No later than two (2) school days after the investigation has been completed and  
submitted to the compliance officer, the principal or designee will respond in writing or in  
person to the parent/guardian of the complainant and the alleged aggressor stating:

a. The results of the investigation;

b. Whether the allegations were found to be factual;

c. Whether there was a violation of policy; and

d. The process for the complainant to file an appeal if the complainant  
disagrees with the results.

Because of the legal requirement regarding the confidentiality of student records, the principal  
or designee may not be able to report specific information to the targeted student’s  
parent/guardian about any disciplinary action taken unless it involves a directive that the  
targeted student must be aware of in order to report violations.

If a district chooses to contact the parent/guardian by letter, the letter will be mailed to the  
parent/guardian of the complainant and alleged aggressor by United States Postal Service with  
return receipt requested unless it is determined, after consultation with the student and  
appropriate staff (psychologist, counselor, social worker) that it could endanger the complainant  
or the alleged aggressor to involve his or her family. If professional school personnel suspect  
that a student is subject to abuse or neglect, as mandatory reporters they must follow district  
policy for reporting suspected cases to Child Protective Services.

If the incident cannot be resolved at the school level, the principal or designee will request  
assistance from the district.

Step 4: Corrective Measures for the Aggressor
After completion of the investigation, the school or district designee will institute any corrective  
measures necessary. Corrective measures will be instituted as quickly as possible, but in no  
event more than five (5) school days after contact has been made to the families or guardians  
regarding the outcome of the investigation. Corrective measures that involve student discipline  
will be implemented according to district policy 3241, Classroom Management, Discipline and 
Corrective Action. If the accused aggressor is appealing the imposition of discipline, the district  
may be prevented by due process considerations or a lawful order from imposing the discipline  
until the appeal process is concluded.

If in an investigation a principal or principal’s designee found that a student knowingly made a  
false allegation of harassment, intimidation or bullying, that student may be subject to corrective  
measures, including discipline.

Step 5: Targeted Student’s Right to Appeal

1. If the complainant or parent/guardian is dissatisfied with the results of the investigation,  
they may appeal to the superintendent or his or her designee by filing a written notice of  
appeal within five (5) school days of receiving the written decision. The superintendent or  
his or her designee will review the investigative report and issue a written decision on the

https://www.boarddocs.com/wa/wssda/MC.nsf/Districts?OpenView&amp;count=-1&amp;policyid=8U6URU7CEDB4
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merits of the appeal within five (5) school days of receiving the notice of appeal.

2. If the targeted student remains dissatisfied after the initial appeal to the superintendent,  
the student may appeal to the school board by filing a written notice of appeal with the  
secretary of the school board on or before the fifth (5) school day following the date upon  
which the complainant received the superintendent’s written decision.

3. An appeal before the school board or disciplinary appeal council must be heard on or  
before the tenth (10th) school day following the filing of the written notice of appeal to the  
school board. The school board or disciplinary appeal council will review the record and  
render a written decision on the merits of the appeal on or before the fifth (5th) school  
day following the termination of the hearing and will provide a copy to all parties involved.  
The board or council’s decision will be the final district decision.

Step 6: Discipline/Corrective Action
The district will take prompt and equitable corrective measures within its authority on findings of  
harassment, intimidation or bullying. Depending on the severity of the conduct, corrective  
measures may include counseling, education, discipline, and/or referral to law enforcement.

Corrective measures for a student who commits an act of harassment, intimidation or bullying  
will be varied and graded according to the nature of the behavior, the developmental age of the  
student, or the student’s history of problem behaviors and performance. Corrective measures  
that involve student discipline will be implemented according to district policy 3241, Classroom 
Management, Corrective Actions or Punishment.

If the conduct was of a public nature or involved groups of students or bystanders, the district  
should strongly consider school-wide training or other activities to address the incident.

If staff have been found to be in violation of this policy and procedure, school districts may  
impose employment disciplinary action, up to and including termination. If a certificated educator  
is found to have committed a violation of WAC 181-87, commonly called the Code of Conduct  
for Professional Educators, OSPI’s Office of Professional Practices may propose disciplinary  
action on a certificate, up to and including revocation. Contractor violations of this policy may  
include the loss of contracts.

Step 7: Support for the Targeted Student
Persons found to have been subjected to harassment, intimidation or bullying will have  
appropriate district support services made available to them, and the adverse impact of the  
harassment on the student will be addressed and remedied as appropriate.

H. Immunity/Retaliation
No school employee, student, or volunteer may engage in reprisal or retaliation against a  
targeted student, witness, or other person who brings forward information about an alleged act  
of harassment, intimidation or bullying. Retaliation is prohibited and will result in appropriate  
discipline.

I. Other Resources
Students and families should use the district’s complaint and appeal procedures as a first  
response to allegations of harassment, intimidation and bullying. However, nothing in this  
procedure prevents a student, parent/guardian, school, or district from taking action to  
remediate discrimination or harassment based on a person’s membership in a legally protected

https://www.boarddocs.com/wa/wssda/MC.nsf/Districts?OpenView&amp;count=-1&amp;policyid=8U6URU7CEDB4
https://www.boarddocs.com/wa/wssda/MC.nsf/Districts?OpenView&amp;count=-1&amp;policyid=8U6URU7CEDB4
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=181-87
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class under local, state or federal law. A harassment, intimidation or bullying complaint may also  
be reported to the following state or federal agencies:

• OSPI Equity and Civil Rights Office  
360.725.6162
Email: equity@k12.wa.us 
www.k12.wa.us/Equity/default.aspx

• Washington State Human Rights Commission  
800.233.3247
www.hum.wa.gov/index.html

• Office for Civil Rights, U.S. Department of Education, Region IX  
206.607.1600
Email: OCR.Seattle@ed.gov 
www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/index.html

• Department of Justice Community Relations Service  
877.292.3804
www.justice.gov/crt/

• Office of the Education Ombudsman  
866.297-2597
Email: OEOinfo@gov.wa.gov
http://oeo.wa.gov/

• OSPI SafetyCenter  
360.725-6044
www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/BullyingHarassment/default.aspx

J. Other District Policies and Procedures
Nothing in this policy or procedure is intended to prohibit discipline or remedial action for  
inappropriate behaviors that do not rise to the level of harassment, intimidation or bullying as  
defined in this policy but which are, or may be, prohibited by other district or school rules.

Section 10
Sexual Harassment of Students Prohibited

Board Policy 3205

This district is committed to a positive and productive education free from discrimination,  
including sexual harassment. This commitment extends to all students involved in academic,  
educational, extracurricular, athletic, and other programs or activities of the school, whether that  
program or activity is in a school facility, on school transportation or at a class or school training  
held elsewhere.

Definitions

For purposes of this policy, sexual harassment means unwelcomed conduct or communication  
of a sexual nature. Sexual harassment can occur adult to student, student to student or can be  
carried out by a group of students or adults and will be investigated by the District even if the  
alleged harasser is not a part of the school staff or student body. The district prohibits sexual

mailto:equity@k12.wa.us
http://www.k12.wa.us/Equity/default.aspx
http://www.hum.wa.gov/index.html
mailto:OCR.Seattle@ed.gov
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http://www.justice.gov/crt/
mailto:OEOinfo@gov.wa.gov
http://oeo.wa.gov/
http://www.k12.wa.us/SafetyCenter/BullyingHarassment/default.aspx
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harassment of students by other students, employees or third parties involved in school district  
activities.

Under federal and state law, the term “sexual harassment” may include:

• acts of sexual violence;
• unwelcome sexual or gender-directed conduct or communication that interferes with an  

individual’s educational performance or creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive  
environment;

• unwelcome sexual advances;
• unwelcome requests for sexual favors;
• sexual demands when submission is a stated or implied condition of obtaining an  

educational benefit;
• sexual demands where submission or rejection is a factor in an academic, or other  

school-related decision affecting an individual.

A “hostile environment” has been created for a student when sexual harassment is sufficiently  
serious to interfere with or limit the student’s ability to participate in or benefit from the school’s  
program. The more severe the conduct, the less need there is to demonstrate a repetitive series  
of incidents. In fact, a single or isolated incident of sexual harassment may create a hostile  
environment if the incident is sufficiently severe, violent, or egregious.

Investigation and Response

If the district knows, or reasonably should know, that sexual harassment has created a hostile  
environment, it will promptly investigate to determine what occurred and take appropriate steps  
to resolve the situation. If an investigation reveals that sexual harassment has created a hostile  
environment, the district will take prompt and effective steps reasonably calculated to end the  
sexual harassment, eliminate the hostile environment, prevent its recurrence and as  
appropriate, remedy its effects. The district will take prompt, equitable and remedial action  
within its authority on reports, complaints and grievances alleging sexual harassment that come  
to the attention of the district, either formally or informally. The district will take these steps  
every time a complaint, alleging sexual harassment comes to the attention of the district, either  
formally or formally.
Allegations of criminal misconduct will be reported to law enforcement and suspected child  
abuse will be reported to law enforcement or Child Protective Services. Regardless of whether
the misconduct is reported to law enforcement, school staff will promptly investigate to  
determine what occurred and take appropriate steps to resolve the situation, to the extent that
such investigation does not interfere with an ongoing criminal investigation. A criminal  
investigation does not relieve the district of its independent obligation to investigate and resolve  
sexual harassment.

Engaging in sexual harassment will result in appropriate discipline or other appropriate  
sanctions against offending students, staff or other third parties involved in school district  
activities. Anyone else who engages in sexual harassment on school property or at school  
activities will have their access to school property and activities restricted, as appropriate.
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Retaliation and False Allegations
Retaliation against any person who makes or is a witness in a sexual harassment complaint is  
prohibited and will result in appropriate discipline. The district will take appropriate actions to  
protect involved persons from retaliation.

It is a violation of this policy to knowingly report false allegations of sexual harassment. Persons  
found to knowingly report or corroborate false allegations will be subject to appropriate  
discipline.

Staff Responsibilities
The superintendent will develop and implement formal and informal procedures for receiving,  
investigating and resolving complaints or reports of sexual harassment. The procedures will  
include reasonable and prompt time lines and delineate staff responsibilities under this policy.

Any school employee who witnesses sexual harassment or receives a report, informal  
complaint, or written complaint about sexual harassment is responsible for informing the district  
Title IX or Civil Rights Compliance Coordinator. All staff are also responsible for directing  
complainants to the formal complaint process.

Reports of discrimination and discriminatory harassment will be referred to the district’s Title  
IX/Civil Rights Compliance Coordinator. Reports of disability discrimination or harassment will  
be referred to the district’s Section 504 Coordinator.

Notice and Training
The superintendent will develop procedures to provide age-appropriate information and  
education to district staff, students, parents and volunteers regarding this policy and the  
recognition and prevention of sexual harassment. At a minimum sexual harassment recognition  
and prevention and the elements of this policy will be included in staff, student and regular  
volunteer orientation. This policy and the procedure, which includes the complaint process, will  
be posted in each district building in a place available to staff, students, parents, volunteers and  
visitors. Information about the policy and procedure will be clearly stated and conspicuously  
posted throughout each school building, provided to each employee and reproduced in each  
student, staff, volunteer and parent handbook. Such notices will identify the District’s Title IX  
coordinator and provide contact information, including the coordinator’s email address.

Policy Review
The superintendent will make an annual report to the board reviewing the use and efficacy of  
this policy and related procedures. Recommendations for changes to this policy, if applicable,  
will be included in the report. The superintendent is encouraged to involve staff, students,  
volunteers and parents in the review process.

Section 11
Student Privacy and Searches

Board Policy 3230

State law provides that at certain ages, students attain the right to decide for themselves what  
records will remain confidential, even from their parents, and what activities the student will  
participate in. At age eighteen students become legal adults and must approve any disclosure of  
information about themselves from school records, except directory information if a request for  
confidentiality has not been filed. Students at age eighteen may also sign releases,
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authorizations or permission slips to participate in school activities, and may sign themselves  
out of school and authorize their own absences. Students between sixteen and eighteen who  
have been granted legal emancipation from their parents or guardians have the same rights as  
eighteen-year-old students. Students over fourteen years of age have the right to keep private  
from everyone any district records indicating that they have been tested or treated for a sexually  
transmitted disease. Students thirteen years and older have confidentiality rights in records  
regarding drug, alcohol or mental health treatment. All students have confidentiality rights in  
family planning or abortion records.

A. Searches of Students and Personal Property
Personal privacy is a fundamental aspect of individual liberty. All students possess  
the constitutional right to be secure in their persons, papers, and effects against  
unreasonable searches and seizures. Staff will take particular care to respect  
students' privacy.

School officials have authority to maintain order and discipline in the schools and to  
protect students from exposure to illegal drugs, weapons, and contraband. The  
superintendent, the principal, and other staff designated by the superintendent will  
have the authority to conduct reasonable searches on school property as provided by  
board policy.

A search is required when there are reasonable grounds to suspect a student has a  
firearm on school grounds, transportation or at school events.

Prior to conducting a search, school officials will ask that the student consent to be  
searched by removing all items from pockets or other personal effects. If the student  
refuses to consent to the search, school officials may proceed to search the student,  
the student's personal belongings, and the student's locker, as follows:

1. Any search of a student conducted by a school district employee must be  
reasonably related to the discovery of contraband or other evidence of a  
student's violation of the law or school rules.

For the purpose of this policy, “contraband” means items, materials, or  
substances the possession of which is prohibited by law or district policy,  
including but not limited to, controlled substances, alcoholic beverages, tobacco  
products, or any object that can reasonably be considered a firearm or a  
dangerous weapon; and

2. Staff will conduct searches in a manner which is not excessively intrusive in light  
of the age and sex of the student and the nature of the suspected infraction.

No student will be subject to a strip search or body cavity search by school staff.

School officials may consult with local law enforcement officials regarding the advisability of a  
search on school premises by a law enforcement officer if evidence of criminal activity is likely to  
be seized.

The superintendent will develop procedures regulating searches of students and their personal  
property.
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B. LockerSearches
Students may be assigned lockers for storing and securing their books, school supplies,  
and personal effects. Lockers, desks, and storage areas are the property of the school  
district. No right or expectation of privacy exists for any student as to the use of any  
space issued or assigned to a student by the school. Lockers and other spaces are  
subject to search in accordance with district policy.

No student may use a locker, desk, or storage area to store any substance or object  
which is prohibited by law or school rules or which poses a threat to the health, safety or  
welfare of the occupants of the school building or the building itself.

Any student's locker, desk, or other storage area will be subject to search if reasonable  
grounds exist to suspect that the search will yield evidence of the student's violation of  
the law or school rules. Any search of an individual student's locker will be conducted  
according to board policy governing personal searches.

All student lockers may be searched at any time without prior notice and without  
reasonable suspicion that the search will yield evidence of any particular student's  
violation of the law or school rules. If the school official conducting such a search  
develops a reasonable suspicion that any container inside the locker, including but not  
limited to a purse, backpack, gym bag, or an article of clothing, contains evidence of a  
student's violation of the law or school rules, the container may be searched according to  
board policy governing personal searches.

The superintendent will establish procedures for conducting searches of lockers, desks,  
or storage areas.

Section 12
Interviews and Interrogations of Students on School Premises

Board Policy 3226

Although the district values its relationships with law enforcement, the Department of Children,  
Youth, and Families (DCYF), and the county health department, to minimize interruption of the  
instructional program, the district discourages interviews and interrogations of students on  
school premises. As a general rule, interview and interrogations by any agency, including law  
enforcement, the Department of Social and Health Services (DSHS), and the county health  
department(s) should take place at the agency or the student’s home, rather than school  
premises.

However, there are limited circumstances when an interview of students at school is warranted,  
for example school-initiated investigations, child abuse investigations, and/or serious crime  
investigations. When an onsite interview or interrogation is warranted by the circumstances, the  
district will utilize the procedures and protocols associated with policy, which were developed in  
cooperation with these agencies and ensure that that students and parent(s)/guardian(s) are  
afforded all rights under law. The interviews of students as witnesses, victims, and suspects are  
treated differently.

In contrast to the limited circumstances noted above, the work of immigration agents does not  
overlap with the work or duties of the district. This is because the district’s obligation to educate  
the children residing within its borders is not diminished by the children or parents’ immigration  
status. The district supports the federal immigration enforcement policy that directs immigration
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agents to avoid questioning and arrests at sensitive locations, including schools. Therefore,  
staff shall not grant information or access to immigration agents unless/until the district  
Superintendent and/or General Counsel determine the request complies with Plyler v. Doe and  
other applicable laws according to the criteria in the associated procedure.

Interviews and Interrogations of Students on School Premises
Administrative Procedure 3226P

To minimize interruption to the instructional program, the district discourages interviews and  
interrogations of students on school premises. When the circumstances warrant an onsite  
interview/interrogation, staff will follow the protocols in this procedure.

I. Entry to a School
a. A law enforcement officer (e.q., police officer, sheriff deputy, and immigration  

agent), child protective services worker, or health department official shall  
contact the principal or designee upon entering a school building and present  
proper identification.

b. School building administrative personnel will cooperate as specified below,  
treating interviews of students as witnesses, victims, and suspects differently.

II. Interview of Student Witness/Victim of Criminal Activity
a. Students of any age who are witnesses to a crime or victims of a crime may  

be interviewed without parent/guardian consent.
b. Should it become apparent during a witness/victim interview that the student  

under the age of 12 years of age is the suspect of a crime, law enforcement
shall immediately stop questioning until parental consent is obtained.

c. The principal or designee will make a reasonable effort to notify the  
parent/guardian of the interview if, in the opinion of the law enforcement  
officer(s), the notification will not hinder the investigation. By law, the  
principal or designee may not prevent the interview and will so inform the  
parent/guardian.

d. When prior notice has been given to the parent/guardian, the principal or
designee will convey any expression of objection by the parent/guardian  
about the interview to the law enforcement officer(s).

e. If the parent/guardian is not present for the interview, the principal/designee
will be present unless the student specifically requests otherwise.

III. Interview of Student Witness/Victim, Child Abuse or Neglect Investigation:
a. Students of any age who are witness to, or victims of, abuse or neglect may  

be interviewed so long as the interviewer obtains the student’s consent in the  
presence of the principal or principal designee. A student may not be  
interviewed without his or her consent unless the interviewer has a warrant or  
determines that exigent circumstances exist.

b. Should it become apparent during a witness/victim interview that the student
under 12 years of age is the suspect of a crime, law enforcement shall  
immediately stop questioning until parent/guardian consent is obtained.

c. The principal or designee will make a reasonable effort to notify the
parent/guardian about the interview if, in the opinion of the law enforcement  
officer(s), the notification will not hinder the investigation.
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d. When the parent/guardian has been given prior notice, the principal or  
designee will convey any expression of objection by the parent/guardian  
about the interview to the law enforcement officer(s).

e. If the parent/guardian is not present, the principal/designee will be present  
unless the student specifically requests otherwise.

f. If the principal or designee believes the student is being intimidated,  
threatened, or coerced he/she may request to take a break and make those
concerns known to the interviewer. The principal or designee can then  
decide whether to continue, temporarily suspend, or terminate the interview.

g. The school will document the date, time, place, interview length, student  
name, consent to be interviewed, the interviewer, and any additional parties  
present.

IV. Interview of Student Suspect of Criminal Activity:
a. Student suspects under the age of twelve may be interviewed only with  

parent/guardian consent.
b. Washington State law permits students twelve years and older, who are  

suspects of a crime, to be interviewed without parent/guardian consent.
c. The principal or designee will make a reasonable effort to notify the

parent/guardian of the interview if, in the opinion of the law enforcement  
officer(s), the notification will not hinder the investigation. By law, the  
principal or designee may not prevent the interview from taking place and will  
so inform the parent/guardian.

d. When prior notice has been given to the parent/guardian, the
principal/designee will convey any expression of objection about the interview  
made by the parent/guardian to the law enforcement officer(s).

V. Interview of Students Sought by Health Department Officials:
a. The principal or designee will permit a health department official to conduct a  

confidential interview with a student suspected of being in contact with an  
individual infected with a communicable disease when the interview is during  
school hours, and the principal will not release the student to travel to the  
health department.

VI. Interview of Student Sought by Immigration Agents:
a. If an immigration agent requests access to a student or school site, staff shall  

deny immediate access, alert the principal, and forward the request to the  
Superintendent and/or General Counsel for review.

b. The Superintendent and/or General Counsel shall ask for the immigration
gent’s credentials, ask the agent why the agent is requesting access, and ask  
to see a warrant.

c. To be valid, the warrant must state the purpose of the interview, identifies the  
search location, references a specific person, include an accurate date, and
be signed by a federal or state judge.

d. Immigration agents must also provide written authority, instructing them to  
enter District property, and for what purpose from one of the following  
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officials, the Assistant Director  
of Operations, Homeland Security Investigation (HIS), the Executive  
Associate Director (EAD) of HIS, The Assistant Director for Field Operations,  
Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO), or the EAD or ERO.
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e. Upon receipt and examination of the required information, the Superintendent  
and/or General Counsel will determine whether immigration agents will be  
allowed to contact or question the individual named on the warrant and will  
communicate that decision to the principal or designee.

f. The Superintendent and/or General Counsel or designee will make a  
reasonable effort to notify the parent/guardian of the interview.

g. The Superintendent/General Counsel principal or designee will ask to be
present during the interview and ensure the agents are not given access to  
information, records, or areas beyond that specified in the warrant.

VII. Access to Student Records:
a. If the parent/guardian or student over 18 years of age has not filed a written  

objection to the release of directory information, anyone may request and be  
granted the directory information about students as designated in the district’s  
Student Records policy and procedure (see Model Policy and Procedure  
3231). The actual residential addresses of participants n the state Address  
Confidentiality Program are not to be available for release as directory  
information. Social Security numbers, student identification numbers (with  
authentication factors such as secret password or personal identification  
number) or other personally identifiable information is not considered  
directory information.

b. Student records protected by the federal Family Education Rights and  
Privacy Act (FERPA) may only be examined or released following written  
permission of a minor student’s parent/guardian or an adult student, pursuant  
to a court order or subpoena, or in response to a health or safety emergency.

VIII. Taking a Student into Custody
a. In a criminal matter, an officer is not required to have a warrant in order for  

the school to release the student into law enforcement custody. The principal  
or designee will make immediate reasonable effort to notify the  
parent/guardian unless directed not to by the law enforcement officer  
because child abuse or neglect is alleged against the parent/guardian, or  
some other similar, specified reason exists for prohibiting notification.

b. School authorities may request that the law enforcement officer put his or her  
reasoning for denial of parent/guardian notification into writing.

c. A student may not be taken into custody at school on truancy petition.
d. Immigration agents are required to have a subpoena or warrant signed by a  

judge in order for the District to release s student into custody.

Section 13  
Medication at School  

Board Policy 3416

Under normal circumstances, all student medications, both prescription and over the counter  
(OTC) medications, should be administered before and/or after school hours under supervision  
of the parent/guardian. When it is necessary for a student to receive prescription or OTC oral  
medication, topical medication, eye drops, ear drops or nasal spray at school or at school-
sponsored events, the parent/guardian must submit a written parental request and a written  
authorization form from a licensed healthcare practitioner (LHP), prescribing within the scope of  
his or her prescriptive authority.
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In addition, due to the potential of allergic reaction, overdose, choking hazard, or exposure to  
hazardous chemicals; cough drops/throat lozenges containing medication and bug  
sprays/repellents require individualized physician’s orders. Chap stick/lip balm may be kept in  
student’s possession, but not shared with others.

The superintendent will establish procedures for required and proper:
A. Designating staff members who may administer medication to students.
B. Training, delegation, and supervision of staff members in the administration of  

medication to students by a registered nurse (RN), including oral medication, topical  
medication, eye drops, ear drops, and/or nasal spray.

C. Obtaining signed and dated parent/guardian and LHP request and authorization for the  
administration of medications, including instructions from the LHP.

D. Transporting medications to and from school.
E. Storing medication in a locked or limited access area.
F. Labeling medication.
G. Administering of medication, including identification of student and medication.
H. Documenting administration of medication, including errors, reactions, or side effects.
I. Disposing of medications.
J. Maintaining records pertaining to the administration of medication.
K. Maintaining student confidentiality
L. Permitting, as appropriate, possession and self-administration of medications necessary  

for student school attendance.
M. Permitting possession and self-administration of over-the-counter topical sunscreen  

products (see Sunscreen Section below); and
N. Reviewing and evaluating of medication practices and documentation

School District Policy and Procedure 3419 - Self-Administration of Asthma and Anaphylaxis  
Medication and School District Policy and Procedure 3420 - Anaphylaxis Prevention and  
Response govern the use of injectable medication for the treatment of anaphylaxis.

Except for limited situations, no school staff other than a RN or licensed practical nurse (LPN)  
may administer suppositories, rectal gels, or injections (except for emergency injections for  
students with anaphylaxis, as stated in School District Policy and Procedure 3419 - Self-
Administration of Asthma and Anaphylaxis Medication and School District Policy and Procedure  
3420 - Anaphylaxis Prevention and Response). In some situations, a parent designated adult  
(PDA) may administer certain injections.

If the school decides to discontinue administering a student’s medication, the superintendent or  
designee must provide notice to the student’s parent/guardian orally and in writing prior to the  
discontinuance. There must be a valid reason for the discontinuance that does not compromise  
the health of the student or violate legal protections for the disabled.
Required Notification of EMS: Emergency Medical Services will be notified whenever the  
administration of rescue medication is given by school personnel. These include, but are not  
limited to, Epinephrine, Diazepam, Midazolam, Glucagon, etc. Emergency Medical Services  
(911) will be summoned as soon as practicable.

Sunscreen
Over-the-counter topical sunscreen products may be possessed and used by students,  
parent/guardians, and school staff without a written prescription or note from a licensed health  
care provider if the following conditions are met:

A. The product is regulated by the US Food and Drug administration as an over-the-counter  
sunscreen product; and
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B. If possessed by a student, the product is provided to the student by a parent/guardian.

Medical Marijuana:
Washington State law (RCW 69.51A.060) permits the use of medical marijuana, however,  
federal law (Title IV-Part A—Safe and Drug Free Schools and Communities and the Controlled  
Substances Act (CSA) (21 U.S.C. § 811) prohibits the possession and use of marijuana on the  
premises of recipients of federal funds including educational institutions. School nurses may not  
administer medical marijuana. See 3423 – Parental Administration of Marijuana for Medical  
Purposes, regarding parental administration of medical marijuana on school grounds, school  
bus, and school-sponsored activities.

Section 14  
Custody Issues  

Board Policy 3126

The board of directors presumes that the person who enrolls a student in school is the  
residential parent of the student. The residential parent is responsible for decisions regarding  
the day-to-day care and control of student. Parents or legal guardians have rights to receive  
information contained in the school records concerning their child and to forbid or permit the  
disclosure of such information to others, subject to the authority granted to the residential  
parent.

The board, unless informed otherwise, assumes that there are no restrictions regarding the  
nonresidential parent's right to be kept informed of the student's school progress and activities.  If 
restrictions are made relative to the above rights, the residential parent will be requested to  
submit a certified copy of the court order that curtails these right(s). If these rights are  
questioned by the nonresidential parent, the issue will be referred to law enforcement authorities  
for resolution.

Unless there are court-imposed restrictions, the nonresidential parent, upon request, will be
given grade reports, notices of school activities, reports of disciplinary actions, or notices of
teacher or principal conferences or summaries.

If there is a court order on file with the district that restricts and/or prohibits any parent or other  
person from contact with a student at school or picking up a student from school, then the  
district will not permit the student to visit with or be released to that parent, or other person.

Section 15
Parent and Student Rights in Administration of  

Surveys, Analysis or Evaluations
Board Policy 3232

All instructional materials, including supplementary materials and teacher’s manuals, used
with any survey, analysis, or evaluation in a program or project supported by federal funds
are available for inspection by parents and guardians.
No student will be required as part of any project or program supported by federal funds to  
submit to survey, analysis or evaluation that reveals information concerning the following  
without prior written consent of the student, if the student is an adult or an emancipated  
minor, or the student’s parent:
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A. Political affiliations or beliefs of the student or the student’s parent;
B. Mental or psychological problems of the student or the student’s family;
C. Sexual behavior or attitudes;
D. Illegal, anti-social, self-incriminating, or demeaning behavior;
E. Critical appraisals of other individuals with whom the student has close  

relationships;
F. Legally recognized privileged or analogous relationships, such as those of lawyers,  

physicians, and ministers;
G. Religious practices, affiliations, or beliefs of the student or student’s parent; or
H. Income (other than that required by law to determine eligibility for participation in  

a program or for receiving financial assistance under such program).

The district will make arrangements to protect student privacy during the administration of  
surveys and the collection, disclosure or use of personal information for marketing, sales or  
other distribution purposes.

The superintendent or designee will develop procedures consistent with this policy.

Section 16
Public Access to District Records  

Board Policy 4040

Consistent with Washington State law, the Board is committed to providing the public full access  
to records concerning the administration and operations of the District. Such access promotes  
important public policy, maintains public confidence in the fairness of governmental processes,  
and protects the community’s interest in the control and operation of its common school district.  
At the same time, the Board desires to preserve the efficient administration of government and  
acknowledges the privacy rights of individuals whose records may be maintained by the District.  
This policy and the accompanying procedure are intended to facilitate access to school district  
records without compromising operational efficiency or privacy rights.

As used in this policy and the accompanying procedure, “school district records” is abroad term  
that includes any writing, containing information relating to the conduct of the district or the  
performance of any District governmental or proprietary function prepared, owned, used, or  
retained by the District. A “writing” as used in this policy and procedure is likewise a broad term  
that means any handwriting, typewriting, printing, photocopying, photographing, or other means  
of recording any form of communication or representation.
Because of the tremendous volume and diversity of records continuously generated by a public-
school district, the Board has declared by formal resolution that trying to maintain a current  
index of all of the District’s records would be impracticable, unduly burdensome, and ultimately  
interfere with the operational work of the District.

The Superintendent will develop, and the Board will periodically review, procedures consistent  
with state law that will facilitate this policy. The Superintendent will also appoint a Public  
Records Officer who will serve as a point of contact for members of the public who request the  
disclosure of public records. The Public Records Officer will be trained in the laws and  
regulations governing the retention and disclosure of records and shall oversee the District’s  
compliance with this policy and state law.
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Section 17  
Non-Discrimination  
Board Policy 3210

The district will provide equal educational opportunity and treatment for all students in all  
aspects of the academic and activities program without discrimination based on race, religion,  
creed, color, national origin, age, honorably-discharged veteran or military status, sex, sexual  
orientation, gender expression or identity, marital status, the presence of any sensory, mental or  
physical disability, or the use of a trained dog guide or service animal by a person with a  
disability. The district will provide equal access to school facilities to the Boy Scouts of America  
and all other designated youth groups listed in Title 36 of the United States Code as a patriotic  
society. District programs will be free from sexual harassment. Auxiliary aids and services will  be 
provided upon request to individuals with disabilities.

Conduct against any student that is based on one of the categories listed above that is  
sufficiently severe, persistent or pervasive as to limit or deny the student’s ability to participate in  
or benefit from the district’s course offerings; educational programming or any activity will not be  
tolerated. When a district employee knows, or reasonably should know, that such  discriminatory 
harassment is occurring or has occurred, the district will take prompt and  effective steps 
reasonably calculated to end the harassment, prevent its recurrence and remedy  its effects.

The district’s nondiscrimination statement will be included in all written announcements, notices,  
recruitment materials, employment applications, and other publications made available to all  
students, parents, or employees. The statement will include: 1) notice that the district will not  
discriminate in any programs or activities on the basis of any of the above-listed categories; 2)  
the name and contact information of the district’s compliance officer designated to ensure  
compliance with this policy; and 3) the names and contact information of the district’s Section  
504 and Title IX compliance officers.

The district will annually publish notice reasonably calculated to inform students, students’  
parents/guardians (in a language that they can understand, which may require language  
assistance), and employees of the district’s discrimination complaint procedure.

The superintendent will designate a staff member to serve as the compliance officer for this  
policy. The compliance officer will be responsible for investigating any discrimination complaints  
communicated to the district.

The district will provide training to administrators and certificated and classroom personnel  
regarding their responsibilities under this policy and to raise awareness of and eliminate bias  
and discrimination based on the protected classes identified in this policy.

Gender-Inclusive Schools
Board Policy 3211

The board believes in fostering an educational environment that is safe and free of  
discrimination for all students, regardless of sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or gender  
expression. To that end, the board recognizes the importance of an inclusive approach toward  
transgender students with regard to official records, confidential health and education  
information, communication, restroom and locker room accessibility, sports and physical
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education, dress codes and other school activities, in order to provide these students with an  
equal opportunity for learning and achievement. This policy and its procedure will support that  
effort by facilitating district compliance with local, state and federal laws concerning harassment,  
intimidation, bullying and discrimination.

Section 18
Equal Education Opportunity

The South Kitsap School District complies with all federal rules and regulations. No student  shall 
be denied an equal educational opportunity or be unlawfully discriminated against because  of 
national origin, race, religion, gender, pregnancy, marital status, sexual orientation, or a  
physical, mental or sensory disability.

Nondiscrimination Statement

The South Kitsap School District provides equal educational and employment opportunity without regard  
to race, creed, religion, color, national origin, age, honorably-discharged veteran or military status, sex,  
sexual orientation – including gender expression or identity, marital status, or the presence of any  sensory, 
mental, or physical disability, the use of a trained dog guide or service animal by a person with a  disability. 
Equal access to activities, facilities and program is provided to the Boy Scouts of America and  other 
designated youth groups. District procedure complies with all applicable state and federal laws.

Title IX Coordinator
Jerry Holsten

Section 504 Coordinator
Dr. Andrew Cain

Compliance Coordinator/ADA
Jerry Holsten

2689 Hoover Ave SE 2689 Hoover Ave SE 2689 Hoover Ave SE
Port Orchard, WA Port Orchard, WA Port Orchard, WA
(360) 874-7006 (360) 874-6022 (360)874-7006
holsten@skschools.org cain@skschools.org holsten@skschools.org

South Kitsap School District will also take steps to assure that national origin persons who lack English  
language skills can participate in all education programs, services, and activities. For information  
regarding translation services or transitional bilingual education programs, contact the Executive Director  
of Categorical Programs, Assessments & Innovation at (360) 874-7060.

mailto:holsten@skschools.org
mailto:cain@skschools.org
mailto:holsten@skschools.org
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South Kitsap School District

School Phone Principal

South Kitsap High School (360) 874-5600 Dave Goodman
425 Mitchell Ave

Discovery Alternative High School (360) 443-3680 Pat Oster
2150 Fircrest Dr SE

Explorer Academy (SK Online) (360) 443-3605 Pat Oster
1723 Wolves Dr

Cedar Heights Junior High (360) 874-6020 Andrew Cain
2220 Pottery Ave

John Sedgwick Junior High  
8995 Sedgwick Rd SE

(360) 874-6090 Dan Novick

Marcus Whitman Junior High  
1887 Madrona Dr SE

(360) 874-6160 Brian Carlson

Burley Glenwood Elementary  
100 SW Lakeway Blvd

(360) 443-3110 Joey Kolattukudy

East Port Orchard Elementary (360) 443-3170 Paul Hulbert
2649 Hoover Ave SE

Hidden Creek Elementary (360) 443-3050 Brenda Ward
5455 Converse Rd SE

Manchester Elementary (360) 443-3230 Rachell Byrd
1901 California Ave E

Mullenix Ridge Elementary (360) 443-3290 Barbara Pixton
3900 SE Mullenix Rd

Olalla Elementary
6100 SE Denny Bond Blvd

(360) 443-3350 Ted Macomber

Orchard Heights Elementary  
2288 Fircrest Dr SE

(360) 443-3530 Kris Christenberry

Sidney Glen Elementary (360) 443-3400 Jason Shdo
500 SW Birch Rd

South Colby Elementary (360) 443-3000 Joe Riley
3281 Banner Rd SE

Sunnyslope Elementary (360) 443-3470 Lisa Fundanet
4183 Sunnyslope Rd SE
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May 13, 2020

All Parents, Staff, Union Presidents, and PTSO Organizations,

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requires that school districts notify parents,  
teachers, and employee organizations annually that an Asbestos Hazard Emergency  
Response Act (AHERA) management plan has been developed for and is maintained by  
the South Kitsap School District.

To that end the South Kitsap School District has developed an asbestos management  
plan for every facility and a copy of the plan is located in the main office of each of  
those facilities. Additionally, a database of the master records and a back-up of physical  
records are maintained at Facilities and Operations at 1650 SE Cedar Rd., Port Orchard,  
WA 98367.

Every six months trained district staff members perform a required surveillance of known  
and presumed asbestos materials within their respective buildings. Every three years an  
additional inspection is performed by an accredited third-party contractor. All  
documents are updated when small scale, short duration projects are accomplished.

If you have any questions regarding the AHERA program at South Kitsap School District,
please contact Facilities & Operations at 360-874-6000. This notification will be repeated
annually.

Tom Adams  
Executive Director
Facilities & Operations
South Kitsap School District Designated Person
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May 13, 2020

All Parents, Staff, Union Presidents, and PTSO Organizations

In 2001 the Washington State Legislature enacted a law requiring school districts to develop  
policies and notification procedures related to the application of pesticides at school facilities.  
The South Kitsap School District plan for complying with this legislation is contained in Policy  
No. 6895 entitled, PESTICIDE NOTIFICATION, POSTING, AND RECORD KEEPING REQUIREMENTS

The South Kitsap School District has established a recognized Integrated Pest Management  
(IPM) program. The district relies on an environmentally sensitive, common sense approach to  
pest control that focuses on custodial practices, landscaping, and other preventive measures.  
The program is devoted to removing the root causes of landscape and structural pest  
infestations as a methodology for limiting the use of pesticides. The District uses licensed third-
party vendors for pesticide applications and a list of pesticides used by those vendors is  
available and can be obtained from the office of the Facilities & Operations Department.

The procedure requires that at least 48 hours before the application of a pesticide to school  
grounds or facilities, the District shall notify students, their families and staff of the planned  
application via a posted notice with the heading, "Notice: Pesticide Application." This  
information will be posted in a prominent place in the building office in addition to being  
provided separately, in writing, to interested families and staff. Each site may establish a "request  
to notify" registration system for families and staff who desire to be individually notified in the  
event of a pesticide application. If a notification registration system is not maintained at a site all  
student families and staff will be informed in writing by the building administration prior to an  
application. On the day of the application additional warning signs will be posted at the  
locations to be treated.

Written pre-notification is not required if the application of pesticide can be scheduled during a  
timeframe where classes will not be held for at least 48 hours after the treatment. However,  
when this option is used, treated areas will still be posted with warning signs. The law also allows  
for the use of post-notification procedures whenever an emergency pesticide application is  
needed to avert an immediate student health hazard such as an infestation of stinging insects. If  
you have any questions regarding the use of pesticides in the South Kitsap School District,  
please contact your school's office staff or the South Kitsap School District Facilities &  
Operations Department at 360-874-6000.

Tom Adams  
Executive Director
Facilities & Operations
South Kitsap School District Designated Person



South Kitsap School District
2689 Hoover Ave SE, Port Orchard, WA 98366 (360)874-7000 FAX (360)874-7068

Report of Harassment, Intimidation, or Bullying (HIB) Incident
Today’sDate:

□Completed by Person Reporting the Incident
Pleasesubmit tothe student’steacher,the school’s principalor if HIB allegationsinvolve an employee, please
submit tothe South Kitsap School District Compliance Officer - School &Staff Support.

□Completed by Staff Member Receiving the Report of the Incident
I completed the form based on (circle one) Oral In Person Report, Written Report, Email Report, Phone  
Conversation, Voicemail Report, Other , Pleasedescribe 
Date Received the Report

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Person Reporting the Incident (optional):

Contact Information(Optional): Phone Email

Targetedstudent/person:

School Student Attends 

Name  of school adult already contacted about this incident (ifany): 

First and Last Names of bullies/aggressors (ifknown):

Location ofIncident:
Please Check All That Apply

Blockedmovement Intimidation directed toward me Sexual stories/jokes
Damage to my property Make my environment feelthreatening Sexual OrientationSlurs
Derogatorycomments Namecalling Slurs, rumors, jokes
Disrespectfulcomments Offensive writing or graffiti Spreadingrumors
Electronic/CyberBullying Physical harm to me or threats of harm Touching or grabbing
Excluding me from activities
Gender slurs

Pranks
Racial slur(s)

Other,Describe:

Gestures Repeatedbehavior
Description of incident/situation:

---------------------------------------------------------------For OfficeUse-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Staff Member  Receiving and Investigating HIB IncidentReport:
Position: Date ReportReceived:
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Family of Target Notified Date:
Within 2 days of receipt

Family of Alleged Aggressor Notified Date:
Within 2 days of receipt

Interviews Conducted By: Date(Within 2 days of Receipt of Report):

PeopleInterviewed:

DID THE INCIDENT MEET THE  DEFINITION OF  HARASSMENT, INTIMIDATION ORBULLYING? YES NO
**(See Below)**

Investigation Results:

Date Completed: Within 5 days of Receipt
Response/Results:

Referral to CPS if appropriate (use separate paperwork).
Corrective Measure for Alleged Aggressor:

Perpetrator warned against retaliation. Appropriate Disciplinary Action forms completed and communicated
Resolutionreached: Yes  or No If yes, describe:

If unresolved, severe or persistent harassment, intimidation or bullying, please complete the South Kitsap School District  Unresolved , 
Severe or Persistent Harassment, Intimidation or Bullying form and submit to the principal or designee unless the  principal or 
designee is the subject of the complaint, in which case please submit the completed form to the South Kitsap School  District HIB 
Compliance Officer along with a copy of the completed” Initial Report of a Harassment, Intimidation or Bullying Incident”  form.

Family of Target Notified  
Name &Contact Information

Date: Within 2 days of investigation

Family of Alleged Aggressor Notified  
Name &Contact Information

Date: Within 2 days of investigation

Principal/ Compliance Officer Notified  
Name &Contact Information

Date: Within 2 days of investigation

Has the effect of substantially disrupting the orderly operation of the school. “
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**“Harassment, intimidation or bullying” means any intentionally written message or image —including those that are electronically 
transmitted —verbal, or physical act, including but not limited to one shown to be motivated by race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, 
gender, sexual orientation including gender expression or identity, mental or physical disability or other distinguishing characteristics, when an  
act: Physically harms a student or damages the student’s property; or
Has the effect of substantially interfering with a student’s education; or
Is so severe, persistent or pervasive that it creates an intimidating or threatening educational environment; or
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